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Homecoming
State
Murray
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Meet Friday For
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Clean-Up' To Mark The End Of Era Special Program
Around
Is Planned
Murray
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Poll In May Predicted
Ford To Win By 60,000

Homecoming at Murray State Wyman, Vincennes, Ind., Church Women United WI
Murray and Calloway County will
University Nov. 6 will mark the sophomore.
celebrate
World Community Day
ex,
is
12,000
end of an era.
A crowd of about
on Friday, November 5, at 7:30
The Executive Board of the History will be made on the pected to be on the campus for
By Robert P. Dalton
m. at the First Christian
the gloves when necessary, politics, "a Democratic year."
Murray Woman's Club held its campus as old Cutchin Stadium, the weekend of festivities and
Fellow looks at his son's report
church
with
his easy-going Once the Republicans have it for
joining
'llurch,
something
during
the
at
meeting
friendships
regular monthly
the battleground for home renewal of old
poll
(UPI)—A
FRANKFORT
rd and makes the remark to his
not previously four years, the voters throw them
in
other
0,ornen
5,000
than
had
more
campaign
on
house
Monday,football games since the fall of the 39th annual celebration
club
conducted by the campaign of shown.
e that at least it is obvious that November 1, at 11:30 a.m. with
out for the Democrats, the theory
1943, will be used for the last time "Sing a Song of Victory" is the ommunities across the nation. ,
Wendell H. Ford just Even a Republican campaign goes. It also applies to the
Gov.-Elect
is not taking any mind- the president, Mrs. Bethel
The
this
of
theme
year's
parade
a.m.
9:30
theme for a
by the Thoroughbreds.
pending drugs.
program is "Build a New Earth," after the May primary showed he poll in October showed Emberton Democrats when they are in
Richardson, presiding.
Austin Peay State University Saturday that will move from the
the
persons had a 60,000 vote margin for the was two per cent of the vote power, but the Democratic loss
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, chair will furnish the opposition as an campus to the downtown area. underscoring
Well, you can't win them all. man of the Home Department, overflow crowd of more than Besides the parade and football responsibility for a deteriorating final election.
cycle is only about every 20
ahead of Ford.
vote
the
to
almost
was
that
And
. Wildey of North Eighth announced that the department 8,000 fans is expected to turn out
years.
featured
The
in,
came
environment.
votes
the
when
But
game, other Saturday eventil
his final margin-59,210 with only Emberton carried only two Ford did, however, "bring the
t calls to tell us that her son
will sponsor the project, "Home for the Ohio Valley Conference include the annual Homecoming speaker at tomorrow's service
As the
20 precincts still uncounted of the districts, the
*.put the razor blade in the apple to Town Clean-up", in which the clash.
rock-ribbed Democrats back."
Smorgasbord at 11 a.m. in the sill be Dr. Cavid Roos, pastor of
:scare his mother. He succeeded cooperation of various groups Located in the heart of the ballroom of the Waterfield First Christian Church. Mrs. state's 3,079 paecincts.
Republican 5th Congressional campaign buttons read, in a year
The major question stil District in southeastern Ken- when both the state and the
• in thal, and she called us in good including young people to pick up campus, the old stadium is Student Union Building, a Margaret Porter will present a
ith in order io warn other litter will be asked. A date will be named in honor of the late reception hosted by Dr. and Mrs. vocal solo, accompanied by Mrs. unanswered is that if Republican tucky and the 4th District which nation were controlled by•
Thomas D. Emberton was includes part of Jefferson County Republican administrations.
parents of the possibility of announced later.
Carlisle Cutchin who spent Harry M.Sparks at Oakhurst, the Maxine Clark.
Church Women United has steadily growing in voter support and extends along the Ohio River Ford's strengthelso showed up
'polluted Halloween trick or treat
The board voted to purchase a almost three decades as a coach president's residence, and the
- items. At any rate we are glad to new Baby Grand piano for the and athletic director at Murray usual assortment of breakfasts, always responded generously to from the May primary forward to Northern Kentucky.
in sweeping his entire ticket into
learn that nobody in Murray is club house. Donations for CARE State before his death in 1953. coffees, brunches, lunches, material aid programs for and was said to have garnered
The almost complete statewide office with him. The ticket was
refugees, victims of disaster, and further support from the tabulation showed Emberton sprinkled with three current
low down enough to give a child will be taken at the departmental Not far away from Cutchin
other
needy
in televised debate, then how far with 407,746 votes to Ford's office holders who are veterans
people,
, an apple with a razor blade in it. meetings in November and no Stadium—at the intersection of
PARADE ROUTE
back was Emberton to begin 466,476.
at the every-four-years switch
with
World
cooperation
Church
be
will
meeting
board
executive
U.S. 641 and Ky. 121 Bypass on
State
Murray
The
Service, a spokesman said. This with?
Emberton failed to turn the from one office to another.
Parking area at Murray High held in December.
the northeast edge of the camHomecoming
University
takes place all through the year, The Ford post-primary opinion usually large majority from the The strength of Ford's running
seems to be ample. Plenty of The annual Christmas general pus—new Roy Stewart Stadium is
Parade will start at 9:36
IRA it receives special emphatis poll was never made public. It 5th District, garnering only a mate, Lt. Gov.-elect Julian M.
cars parked there but also plenty program meeting of the club has now under construction. Stewart
a.m., Saturday. November
was based on voter reaction 25,000 vote margin compared to Carroll was even greater than the
on World Community Day.
of room left over. Things will be been changed from Monday, also a former athletic
director
It has been
6, 1971.
In 1971 funds obtained from the samplings and then extended to 40,000 which the district gave gubernatorial candidate's.
nicer when Sycamore is paved. December 6, to Sunday, and coaala.
requested that persons do
sale of $3.00 gift certificates will statewide vote figures.
Republican Gov. Louie B. Nunn Carroll rammed through a
December 12, at three p.m. at the
to the latest
not park on Slain Street
be used as follows: Blankets will In October, Republicans were four years ago. The 4th went to 104,000 majority over Republican
The IAN Magazine says "'lite club house. The Music Depart- According
on the stadium
between 15th and 7th
be sent to disaster areas (part of encouraged by Emberton's Emberton by a slim 800 votes. James Host. With most of the
only successful sbustitute for ment will present the program. progress report
on 15th Street
is scheduled
completion
Streets,
project,
the 1970 funds were responsible debate performance which
Ford rolled out a 34,000 vote precints reported. Carroll got
work is a miracle". That is a The Alpha and Zeta Departments
between Main and the Fine
1972. The first home
for the first blankets to reach showed he was able to.take off margin in the western 1st 475,381, and Host 370,984.
revolting thought to some people. will be in charge of decorating in August of
Arts Building, and on Olive
football game for Murray State
Peru). cisool suppllea will be
Congressional District, added
Continued on Page Eight )
the club house for the holiday next year Ti with Western
between North 4th
Street
distributed in developing nations.
16,000 in the 2nd and carried the
We've ilifttlefiare but here it season, and the Delta Depart13th Street,
and
9.
Street
Sept.
on
Carolina
Tools and materals will be
Jefferson County 3rd District by
is again. The professor stepper ment will be hostess for the
between the hours of 5:30
A halftime highlight of the
provided for home-building and
on the platform and by way of meeting.
about 5,000. He also carried the
Homecoming football game
a.m. and 11.00 a.m.
rebuilding in poverty areas of
Lexington 6th District by 11,500.
breaking the ice, he remarked
Department
Kappa
The
wilt
parade
the crowing of
The
Appalachia, Mississippi, and
The 7th District in Northeast
"I've just been asked to come ur thanked the club for the support Saturday will be
Tryouts for the "Campus
Queen. Five
assemble on 15th Street,
Gift cer- Lights" band at Murray State Kentucky, which some viewed as
Southwest Texas.
here and say something funny."' of "The Haunted House" project the Homecoming
Street
of
Main
proceed down
selected from a field
tificates marked "where most University will begin Tuesday, crucial if Ford was in a tight race
At this point, a student heckler on October ?A, 29, and 30. Ovet'finalists
and circle the Court
needed" provide funds for a wide Nov. 9.
with Emberton, gave Ford a The Kirksey United Methodist
the back of the hall called out, $1,000 was made toward payment 34 contestants are:
Bricktown,
Square, returning to the
variety of purposes such as A. G. McGrannahan, a 16,000 vote edge. Four years ago, Church will hold its annual
'You'll tell us when you say it, of the loan for books for the Donna Biegert,
Bilderback,
Street
4th
North
campus by
N.J., senior; JoAnn
nutrition, family service centers, Lexington
out you?"
Middle School Library.
junior and band Democrat Henry Ward carried homecoming at the church
Boulevard.
and Olive
St. Louis graduate student;
equipment, for self-help projects, director, urged any Murray State the 7th by only 4,000 votes over Sunday, Nov. 7.
The professor answered, "I'll
It was announced that the Nancy
Mayfield,
Coplen,
and all sort of sudden student with an interest in Nunn.
ll you—the others will know." report of the list of traffic
Rev. Everett Roseberry,
sophomore; Nesi Gray, Brad- dinners and dances.
emergencies.
Ford heralded his win as the former pastor of the church and
hazards at corners in the city stown freshman
to
music
band
dance
playing
and Ann
Homecoming Eve also includes Offerings received from World
Nixon" now living in Memphis, Tenn.,
The Automobile Manufacturer compiled by the Woman's Club
participate in tryouts in the old beginning of the "Dump
several major activities—two Community Day church services
to will be the speaker for the
lead
would
which
movement
Association comes up with some was well received by the Murray
recital hall of the Price Doyle
reunions, a golf tournament, a will go toward Intercontinental
the defeat of President Nixon in morning worship services.
motor truck facts which proved City Council. The list has been
Center.
Arts
Fine
concert, and a dinner of tge Mission, which serves people's
to be interesting to us. We knew referred to the Street DepartHe listed the following tryout next year's presidential election. Lunch will be served in the
Miirray State Agriculture Alurnfn needs in this country and abroad.
is church social hall during the noon
assessment
Ford's
there were a lot of trucks on the ment and attention will be given
"Outstanding Of special concern will be times: saxophones, 8:30 a.m.; somewhat optimistic since he had hour and the afternoon will be
road, but how many and what as soon as work is underway by The Murray Police Depart- Club to name the
and
a.m.;
9:15
trombones,
Ag Alumnus of the Year."
Democratic devoted to singing. The afternoon
two-to-one
a
ecological causes, including new
revenue they produced in taxes the department is completed.
ment investigated a one car
will be held for ministries in national parks, trumpets, 10 a.m. Tryouts for registration in the state to ballast program will get underway at
was an unknown factor to us.
Mrs. M.P. Christopher gave the accident on Wednesday at 9:45 Reunion dinners
French horns, flutes, clarinets,
early- through
inexperimental
his effort and the fact that 1:30 and will feature the Smith
Here they are as listed in this invocation preceding the lun- p.m at 801 Waldrop Drive, ac- members of the school's
and for former ternships, Christian education oboe, bassoon, tuba, tympani, Kentucky has never elected back- Brothers Quartet of Calvert City.
bands
dance
day
thorough and highly factual cheon.
acguitar,
bass
guitar,
piano,
the
by
filed
report
the
to
cording
students who were staff members materials,
in
help
and
to-back Republican Governors. Rev. John Jones, pastor of the
Present for the meeting were officers.
booklet.
newspaper or establishing ecology training cessory percussion and trap set The two Republican Governors church, said he expected a large
"Truck and bus production Mesdames Jack Bailey, Harold Involved was a 1965 Chevrolet on either the school
will be held at a a later date.
theory also brings up crowd and extended an invitation
centers.
during 1970 totaled 1,733,821 Beaman, A. C. LaFollette, Ted two door hardtop driven by David the school yearbook.
"Campus Lights," the annual in a'-row
of the
Band
Shelton
Billy
The
what is called in Kentucky for everyone to attend.--units.
Bradshaw, Joe Prince, George Curtis Ivey of Benton Route One.
written,
production
musical
Hart, G. B. Scott, C. C. Lowry, Damage to the car was on the early 19404 will be the honored
directed and performed by
band at the reunion dinner at the
"Factory
sales
of
L John J. Livesay, Jack Kennedy, front part.
Murray State
students, is
and
Clubhouse
Woman's
Murray
692,440 trucks and buses in 1970 J. I. Hosick, Don Keller, Gus The police report also said
scheduled this year Feb. 24-2846.
the
in
concert
pop
a
at
Later
were valued at $4.8 billion.
Robertson, Jr., Ewen Allbritten, damage occurred to the house at
It will mark the 35th year for the
M. P. Christopher, Thomas 801 Waldrop, which is owned by university auditorium. Members The new City Council named in traditional show
along the General Election Tuesday is
bands,
old
other
several
of
"U.S. truck registrations in Brown, J. Matt Sparkman, and Mrs. Georgia Cutchin, 1504
with some musicians now on the same as that named in the
1970 increased by more than Bethel Richardson
Chestnut Street.
campus, will participate.
Primary Election early this year.
9$0,000 for a national total of
No other details of the accident
From Ward A will be Buel E.
18,747,781.
Eight
Page
on
(Continued
report.
the
on
listed
were
Us Rex Alexander, Prentice
Lassiter, Dave Willis, Heron B.
"California continues to lead
West, John E. Scott.
the nation with 1,996,334 units
WASHINGTON UPI) —Un- conservationists had not proved
From Ward B will be William
registered followed by Texas
less the Supreme Court inter- their point.
R. Furches, Paul Mansfield, R.L.
with 1,544,104.
The blast will unleash a force
venes, the United States will
ard, Roy Starks, Melvinl
The annual Homecoming
explode its biggest underground 50 times as powerful as the
Henley, and Fred Workman.
Dance of the Calloway Country
(Continued on Page Eight)
Blankenship, atomic test at 5 p.m. EST bomb that destroyed HiroshiMrs. Jean
Nat Ryan Hughes was named
Club will be held Saturday night,
as City Prosecuting Attorney. Executive Director of the Saturday—even though a White ma. Its purpose will be to test
November 6, at the clubhouse.
None of the above had any op- Calloway County Red Cross House adviser reported the the Spartan warhead, part of
Music will be provided by the WASHINGTON (UPI) —WilRehnquist replied. "The ordinunknown the nation's Antiballistic Missile
may have
position in the General Election Chapter, reminds all veterans or blast
Phi Mu Alpha's "Men of Note," liam H. Rehnquist, the more
in
well
ance has worked very
their dependents to watch for the consequences so far as earth- System ( ABM).
on
and there will be dancing from 9 controversial of President NixTuesday.
Phoenix and I would not feel
Other offices filled where there Income Questionnaire which may quakes and tidal waves are
The government, meantime,
The Murray Fire Department p.m. until 1 a.m. Mr. and Mrs. on's two Supreme Court nom- the same way now as then."'
Rudy
the
are
James
no opposition included State accompany their November concerned.
Albritten
was
inees, appeared today to have
released a stack of previously
answered two calls to 8th and
Rehnquist also wrote a letter
check.
pension
over-all chairmen for the open mollified liberal opposition to
Senator Carroll Hubbard, Jr. and
Conservationists opposed to secret documents concerning
Main Streets during the night.
to the Arizona Republic in 1967
Approximately 33,000 veterans,
State Representative Ken Imes.
the
test under the barren potential effects of the blast,
Firemen used the booster to affair, to which members of the his confirmation.
saying he was "no more,
widows, and dependent parents
Aleutian island of Amchitka including one written 11 months
extinguish the trash fires at 11 club will be permitted to bring The Senate Judiciary Com- dedicated to an integrated
prepare
to
need
will
Kentucky
in
local guests as well as guests mittee called Rehnquist back
were left with a Supreme Court ago by Russell E. Train,
p.m.and 4:C6 a.m. Wednesday at
society than to a segregated
IQ cards this year. All IQ cards
out of town.
for a second day of interrogaas their only recourse chairman of the White House
appeal
9:45 a.m. the firemen were called from
instead was
society" but
VARO,
must be returned to
Assisting Mr. and Mrs. tions; but by backing off from
after the U.S. Circuit Court of Council on Environmental Quamaximum
to the National Hotel at 6th and
dedicated
to a
not
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia,
Albritten with the planning of the a hard-line position against an
Appeals refused Wednesday to lity. A lower federal court had
Main Streets; however there was
amount of freedom of choice
dance are: Dr. and Mrs. Dick antidiscrimination public acMrs Jerry Vance, president, Louisville office) prior to halt the test. The opponents ordered the documents released
no fire and the call was due to a
for the individual. He added
IBM
for
1972,
Stout, Mr. and Mrs. J. Tipton commodations ordinance and
presided at the meeting of the January 15,
claimed the government had on the request of opponents to
short in the alarm system.
then that the neighborhood
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Buddy opposition to integrated schools,
Faxon Mothers Club held on processing. The computer will not adequately considered the the blast.
and
well
school concept worked
or
increase
necessary
make
Valentine, Mr. and Mrs. Jack B. Rehnquist seemed to have
Wednesday, November 3, at 1:45
should not be abandoned.
decrease in Veterans Ad- environmental impact of the
"The population density in
Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Pete disarmed, somewhat, his liberal
p.m. at the school.
"Do you still have the same
ministration awards. Failure to test, but the court ruled the the Aleutian area is very low so
was
songs
of
program
Hulse.
A
critics.
feeling on school integration?"
even a major earthquake would
presented by the fifth grade complete and return this card
Members of the decorating
Sen. James 0. Eastland, D- Bayh wanted to know.
cause little damage and little
class, Mrs. Eva McDermott, will result in suspension of
committee are: Mr. and Mrs
Miss., chairman of the commitchecks.
loss of life as a result of the
(Continued on Page Eight)
teacher.
By United Press International Hunt Smock, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
tee, said Nixon's other nominee,
direct impact of the earthquake
Plans were completed for the IQ cards will be returned to
Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Heron
Lewis F.Powell Jr., would be
itself," Train wrote.
County Music Show to be held at payee as incomplete (a) of IQ
Kentucky: Partly cloudy West, Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis
examined later today.
But he added this would not
the school gym on Saturday, card is unsigned,(b) if no check
northeast, clear elsewhere and Mr. and Mrs. John McCage.
In 1964 Rehnquist opposed an
be true if the "generated
November 20, at seven p.m. The mark is given for marital status,
Other activities for the month
Through Friday. Cool today and
Bean
A Ham Hock and White
earthquake were so large as to
Warmer west at the club include the ladies day ordinance in Phoenix that
doors will open at six a.m. and (ci if no entry is made for "Net
east tonight.
Supper will be held at the Maron
Wednesday, outlawed discrimination in pubtonight and over the state Friday. luncheon
Sales of Series Fl and H Savings supper will be served Tickets for Worth'„ (d) if entries for Social tin's Chapel United Methodist extend towards mainland Alaslic accommodations.
He
was
ka."
this
said
Highs today 50s and low 604. November 10, with the following
Bonds in Calloway County tar the fishing boat and rod and reel Security in Items 6 and 8-6 do not
Church on Saturday, November improbable since the largest
"Is this an accurate reflecLows tonight mostly 304 and low serving as hostesses: Mrs. Sam
September were $28,207 while to be given away that night are correspond, or (e) if there is no
6, with serving to start at 5:30 known quakes extend only 600
tion of your opinion now?" Sen.
404 with patchy frost. Highs Knight, Mrs. A.W. Russell, Mrs.
sales for the first nine Monde still on sale and the person does write-in for "Received Income".
p.m., according to a spokesman miles along a fault and
Birch Bayh, D-Ind., asked
totaled $217,965 of the county'& not have to be present to win, Mrs. Blankenship said that any
Charles Sexton, Mrs. J. H.
Friday mostly in the 604
for the Women's Society of AinchiUta is 1,200 miles off the
Rehnquist Wednesday.
who
dependent
or
needs
veteran
annual goal of $197,500 Sales I Mrs. Vance said.
Shackleford, Mrs. Ken Goode,
Christian Service, sponsor of the Alaska coast.
think probably
not,"
Mrs. Tom Brown, Mrs. Maurice "I
year ago were 8146,441
The club made plans for a help in filling-out this card may
Extended Outlook
t
supper.
Chapter
Cross
Red
the
to
it
bring
the
at
held
be
month
to
party
Ryan, Mrs. Jack Ward, Miss
Christmas
the
Kentucky's sales for
He said, however, "there are
FIVE CITED
The cost for the supper inKentuclry: The extended Louise Lamb, Mrs. Jack R.
were $4,249,317 while cumulative next meeting on December 1. Office on the second floor of the
uncertainties with regard to
be
will
beverage
and
pie
cluding
the
by
cited
were
she
persons
and
Five
her
or
courthouse
weather outlook for Kentucky, Kennedy and Mrs. Don Robinson.
sales for the year reached Gifts will be exchanged.
$1.25, Hot dogs and pie brought fault lengths associated with
Saturday through Monday, shows
In charge of the bridge for the Murray Police Department $46,296,086 of the State's annual
Mrs. Randall Underhill read assistant, Mrs. Kathy Sykes, will
earthquakes."
partly cloudy Saturday and day are Mrs. James Ransom and yesterday and last night. They goal of $53,400,000. Sales a year the minutes and Mrs. Gary aid them. If a card is inad- separately will be 25 cents each
''Tbe real danger from the
Following the supper an
or
a
were one for speeding, one for no ago were $42,309,706.
destroyed
lost
"Sunday with chance of showers Mrs. Hunt Smock.
vertently
gave the treasurer's
Wicker
of a large earthtriggering
will
items
handmade
of
auction
Subday. Monday mostly fair,
On Thursday, November 18, the operator's license, one for. "Congratulations and best report The room count was a form which may be substituted is
quake by the nuclear explowarmer Saturday and turning monthly men's stag night will be driving while intoxicated, one for wishes to the citizens and three way tie between Mrs. Eva available at the Red Cross be held.
Proceeds from the supper and sion," Train said, "is in a tidal
' colder late Sunday and Monday. held, beginning at 6:30 p.m., with public drunkenness, and one for volunteers of Galloway County McDeTmott's fifth grade, M. Chapter. Office hours are from
will go toward the wave or Tsunami." He noted
auction
Highs in the 60s. Lows in the 404 Tommy Sanders in charge. no operator's license, improper which exceeded its annual goal Mildred Dun's fourth grade, Ad 9:00 a.M, to 4:00 p.m., Monday
that tidal waves have traveled
Saturday and in the 404 and low Reservations should be made registration, and driving on with this report," a spokesman Mrs, Mabel Redden's second through Friday. The telephone building fund program of the
thousands of church.
or
Ks Sunday and,Monday
revoked
license.
suspended
753-1421.
number is
said
with him before noon that day.
grade.

'Campus Lights'
Tryouts Planned

Kirksey Church To
Hold Homecoming
All Day Sunday

One Car Accident
Is Reported Here

New Council Same
As In The Primary

Homecoming Dance
Planned Saturday
At Calloway Club

Rehnquist Seems To Have
Disarmed Liberal Critics

Atomic Test On Amchitka
Set For Saturday Unless
Veterans To
Supreme -Court Intervenes
Get Income
Form Soon

Trash Fires Are
Cause Of Two Calls

Faxon Club Meets
At School Here

The Weather

dalYttitittudilt*-st

County Passes Bond
Sales Annual Goal

Martin's Chapel To
Hold Supper And
Auction Saturday
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & ITICES FILE

Wall Street
Chatter

Deaths reported are Stanford L. I Call I Holland, age 101, and Sid
Rhodes, age 89.
Billy Smith of Murray Route Two has been named president of
the Calloway County Farm Bureau.
Jenny Lynn Johnson and Mary Beth Robertson of the Murray
College High School Mixed Chorus have been selected for
membership in the 1961 Kentucky All-State Chorus at Western
State College, Bowling Green, November 16-18.
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Adams ire the parents of a baby boy,
Timothy Dees, born October 31 at the Murray Hospital.

20 Years Ago Today
. Roy V. Graham, age 63, prominent Calloway County farmer,
died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
Bobby McDougal, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pierce McDougal, won
..: the statewide FFA Dairy Production contest sponsored by the
t, Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club.
i The temperature in Murray yesterday morning was 13 above
zero.
•. Miss Rachel Rowland of Murray and Miss Ethel Mae Paschall
. - of Edmonton, formerly of Calloway County, will attend the
' National Home Demonstration Agents Association meeting at
. Fort Worth, Texas, November 5-7 and then will drive to Mexico
‘
1 jor a two weeks visit. They will be accompanied by Mrs. Bertha
— 'McLeod of Hickmaii,-Miss ai vok_t Walker of Wickliffe, and Miss*
Sunshine Colley of Benton
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'COME IN — I KNEW YOUR MOT-4E12 WELL'

Hospital Report
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YOUNGER
CHILDREN.
130 minutes of
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96 of the most critical
hours in history!
Suspense to last

a lifetime!
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Children's Movie Sat. 1 til 3
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The recent decline has so
weakened the technical structure of the list that any nearterm rally is apt to be limited
until the market forms a
substantial base to support a
greater move, says TBC, Inc
Purchase leading equities only
when the list has stabilized, the
firm says.

Suggestion List
Dear Editor;
NOVEMBER 1-71
For Christmas Gifts
You may think that this is an
For Men—Stretch sox, belts,
There is now room for an
early date to be thinking of
ADMISSION
shaving lotions, shaving cream,
upward
movement in
Christmas, but we never have an
the
pipes, tobaceo, gloves, new
market, in tune with rising
opportunity to forget it, for our
Hampton
Otis
Erwin,
807
clothing, billfolds, bedroom
earnings as the economy gains
patients ask about their
slippers, handkerchiefs, Doran Road, Murray, Mrs. Mary strength over
the next six
Christmas plans all year long.
cigarettes, candy, sweaters, Faye Lanesky, Route 1, Sedalia, months, says
Burnham & Co.
However, some of the patients
Mrs.
Mary
Elizabeth
Townley,
shirts, cigars, combs & brushes,
However, boisterous enthusiasm
are beginning to tell me about the
undershirts or shorts, money for Box 86, Farmington, Marcia Ann is hard to
foresee, the firm
gifts that they want Santa to
Canteen books, ($L00 each), Durrant, 1000 Sharpe St., says. A somewhat
bring, so I am aware that it is
conservativeMurray,
Vera
Mrs.
May
Taylor,
ly oriented environment, best
) This same Jesus. which is taten up from you into heaven, shall time for me to be sending a transistor radios, watches, Route
5, Benton, Shirley Gail
cigarette
lighters,
instant
coffee,
suited to a long-term invest• so ease hi like manner as ye have seen him go into heaven.—Act Christmas reminder to some of
model cars or planes, electric Vaughn, Rte. 1, Murray, Master ment approach
1:11.
is most likely.
our friends in the community. I
David
Dwight
Stokes,
Route
5,
There need be no more doubt about the return of Christ than hope that you will be able to help razors.
.
For Women—Instant coffee, Murray, Mrs. Suzette Francis
there is about His departure.
The small investor is not only
with our Christmas plans this
watches, bath powder, face Vaughn, Green Acres Tr. Ct.. worried and
year. Of course, we want our
confused by the
Murray,
Leon
Wilson
Farmer,
powder, rouge, cologne or perstate of the economy, he's also
patients to have a most enRoute
5, Murray, Mrs. Mavis
fume, deodorants, lipsticks,
lost faith in the stock market
joyable holiday season.
McCreery,Route 5, Murray, Mrs.
itself, observes Filor Bullard &
We want each ward to be nylon hose, jewelry, compacts, Rubye
Frances
Moms,
scarfs,
swfaters, panties, stretch
Smyth. Well-publicized prob"adopted" for a Christmas party
by Carl itiblet Jr.
sox,
pocketbooks (large)
lems of a number of brokerage
during the month of December.
DISMISSALS
firms, the market's volatility
We realize only too well that most billfolds, bedroom slippers,
From Washington in the next 12 months will be of our church and service plastic boots, handerchiefs,
and sharp 1969-70 decline, its
Walter
Puckett,
Gray
3,
Route
Award four kinds of talk—double talk aimed at the organizations plan extra projects gloves, slips, crochet thread, Murray, William Earl Newport, "institutionalization," a feeling
night wear, candy and
that the market is being
;_stupid, slow talk aimed at the disadvantaged, fast 'for Christmas, but if your group aprons,
gum, stoles, blouses, shirts, Springfield, Tenn., Lymon Brown structured to favor
or
any
other
the large
that
you
may know
,:talk at the advantaged and the serious, no-holdsCoursey,
Dexter,
Donna
Mrs.
customer, and the drastic
would be interested in adopting a dresses, combs & brushes, dolls
;:barred talk that goes with arm twisting for cam- ward and helping
I older ladies love them I, stuffed Gayle Calhoun, Route 5, Benton, overhauling
of the securities
us to give the
John Edd Pritchard, Route 7,
paign contributions.
industry: now being discussed in
patients a Merry Christmas we animals, cigarettes, money for
Murray,
Farley,
Lelon
Max
316
"Every time the sheep bleats.
Wall Street and Washington
would be very grateful if you Canteen books, I 81 00 each, Woodlawn
Ave.,
Murray,
have all contributed to discouwould contact me and discuss transistor radios.
it loses a mouthful."
Dorothy Jean Rosales, Coach
raging the small investor, the
plans with me. If your group is General Gifts—Books, table Estates, Murray,
Edward
—English proverb
etc.),
firm says.
unable to visit the hospital at games, (checkers,
Thurmond
Phillips,
Overby
1307
stationtry, puzzles, (jigsaw),
you may supply the
St., Murray, Virginia
Gail
refreshments and we will give the playing cards, rook cards,
musical
in- Melaski, 309 Kegans St., Dawsons JOHNSON NAMED
party for you. Contributions of harmonicas,
Springs, Master Keith Allen
money are very acceptable, for struments, balls, rain hats, art
NEW YORK (UPI)—John
supplies,
pens,
radios,
record Farley, 316 Woodlawn Dr., Johnson was named Tuesday to
these donated funds enable me to
Murray.
players,
snuff, newspaper &
purchase some Christmas items
succeed the retired Charles
that are especially requested. I magazines subscritpions, boxes
Segar
as chairman of baseball's
The_ittina
rsoc
all-occasion greeting cards,
John M. Lewis has resigned as
Playing Rules Committee. The
's action groups in six tistialifhave a -Tong list of these
ashtrays,
Press
International
United
instant
coffee, artifical By
W..xecutive Vice President of the operating Councils, permitting special requests, and I make
committee is responsible for
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce all members to become involved every effort to help patients flower, arrangements for wards, Today is Thursday, Nov. 4, the playing rules throughout
'to become President of the Iowa in activities of the statewide receive gifts that they really card tables & chairs, pictures or the 308th day of 1971.
pro baseball.
The moon is between its full
;Utilities Association, business organization.
want. Many notes are slipped mirrows, clocks, lamps, coloring
books,
crayons, corn poppers, phase and last quarter.
adquartered in Des Moines.
Lewis was a prime force in the under my office door or placed on
4,
Lewis has headed the Kentucky development of action to secure my desk, addressed to "Dear percolators, fruit, fruit cakes, The morning star is Saturn. •
JiJ Adults ALL 4`
The evening stars are Mercuber for nearly six years, organization of the Kentucky Santa". We, also, need funds for cookies.
OWS *
to that post from In- Historical Events Commission, canteen books, to be used for Choose a gift as though you ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter. •
were
APPI1t6L'A
buying
•VAILIt&I
this
on
born
day
it
Those
are
for
a
Li
member
of
napolis, where he was district an agency established by the canteen treats for patients
your family or a dear friend. If under the sign of Scorpio.
•
ger for the Chamber of General Assembly to celebrate in without family or funds.
you wrap your gift and please
American humorist Will Ro.*
pmmerce of the United States. 1974 the 200th anniversary of the
We are very anxious that each
• In announcing his resignation5 founding of Ft. Harrod in what is of our patients shall have Santa do), please put a card on the gers was born Nov. 4, 1879.
piris commented that "It is with now Harrodsburg, and the 100th gifts on Christmas Eve. If you outside of the package, indicating On this day in history
4*
In 1842 Abraham I.incoln was
reluctance that I leave running of the Kentucky Derby, can help us to accumulate enough the contents.
=
Th
c
since these past six in addition to the Kentucky ob- gifts for our 550 patients, it would We always have a little trouble married to Mary Todd in
rears have been most pleasant servance of the National Bi- mean a great deal to someone getting enough gifts for men. Springfield, Ill.
$rears
Candy, coffee, and cigarettes are
In 1931 the League of Nations
„end enjoyable for my family and Centennial in 1976..
who is unfortunate enough to
!Trryself. However, in the field of Lewis serves as Chairman of have to be in a mental hsopital at excellent gifts for either men or cited Japan for willful aggres'organization management, a the Board of Regents of the In- Christmas. I am enclosing a list women. Approximately twenty- sion in Manchuria.
seven of our patients are
In 1952 Dwight D. Eisenhower
.:riaicir promotion all too often stitutes
for
Organization of suggestions for Christmas gifts
was elected president, ending 20
:Ineans a geographical relocation, Management at Michigan State for patients. These should be veterans.
We have a very attractive years of Democratic party
Abo. No one could ever forget the University,
a
continuing wrapped and labeled as to con- hospital
Canteen. It is a place administration.
warmth and hospitality of education program for
tent,
in
order
that
we
can
fit
the
trade
In 1968 some 150 persons
41(entuckians and the sincere association and chamber per- gift to the patient, as much as where patients can buy ice
,desire to
make their corn- sonnel. A native of Nebraska, he possible. These gifts need not be cream, soft drinks, sandwiches, were injured as West Berlin
etc. However, many patients youths battled police.
unities and Commonwealth has
been
involved
in expensive. The important thing cannot benefit
from the Canteen
organizational work since 1956. is for us to be sure that no one is
A thought for today: Greek
Lewis is an active participant He managed two local chambers forgotten when Christmas comes. because they have no family to
•
In many Kentucky and national of commerce in Iowa and served I would like to have these gifts in supply funds with which to writer Sophocles said, "Though
•
purchase these treats. The a man may be wise, it is no
professional and development as a member of the faculty
my
office
as
early
possible
as
of
Lit
*
Canteen Books we are requesting shame for him to live and
igroups. He is Chairman of the Iowa State University, as well
during
the
month of December, in
•
as
are
7:30
&
purchased
9.30
in
Nttely
Plus
the
°Kentucky Advisory Council of the serving
•
learn."
Business
as administrative order that we will have time to
2.00'.. • .
•
1Small Business Adrnirustration, assistant to the Governor of Iowa. sort them and purchase anything Office and kept at the Canteen, DEER TO RIM
•
jamong other posts held in He will assume his new duties extra that we may need. We are where the canteen employees TEL AVIV (UPI)—When wild
;VA(JIM glittil1/.1 11
tear out tickets for the amount of
-business organizations.
about December 1st.
happy to receive new or used
deer began nibbling vegetables •
the
purchase.
One
of
the
: Under
Lewis' executive OLD TEMPLE
books
clothing throughout the year.
garden, farmer Abraham • Everyon
FOUND
e Wants
will provide many treats for a in his
;,leadership many activities and MOSCOW
David was so angry he went to
(UPI I -- Archeolo- However, if you send used ar- patient.
- programs of the Kentucky gists base
ticles
or items at Christmas.
uncovered one of the
Remember! Some patient may court.
,Chamber have been accorded oldest Buddhist
District Judge David Wallach
temples in the please leave them unwrapped, not receive a gift unless
you send agreed he had a point.
.national recognition, among Soviet Union,
the Tass News and we will not distribute them as one!
•,
'them the educational programs Agency said
Christmas gifts.
It is very
^44,4W vat
"If the law protects wild • GP.
today.
All
checks
should
be
payable
of the organization. Lewis Archeologists
to
animals from damage by man
said the temple, disappointing to open a lovely "Volunteer Fund, Western
:organized
State (through hunting regulations • Starring NI I Brenner
the
education found in a hill near Termez, package and find a used gift.
Hospital," and addressed to
-department of the Kentucky Uzbekistan, dates
then the state should also • Richard ( rrnna
to the First Most of our twenty-five wards
Charlotte Blackwelder,
41
Leonard NiMoN
:Chamber, now one of the most Century before Christ.
have between twenty and thirty- Director of Volunteer Services, protect man from damage by
-prominent and active in the state. Under a layer of
provide
•
compensa7•15
and
animals
brick five patients. If you need any Western
* • & 9 15 Plus
State
Hospital
judge ruled
The Council concept of Ken- covering the stupa I tower ), additional
•
2:15 SaL &
information, please Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240 tion," the
tucky Chamber activities evolved specialists found pictures of allow me to help
David asked $5,720 damages • (hiring This Engagement
with your plans.
Cordially,
during his tenure as Executive lotus flowers and circles - You may write
against the State of Israel and • Vol Brenner Week at
or call me. My
Charlotte Blackwelder
Vice President. This brought symbolic images of Buddha - telephone number is
the Nature Reserves Authority • Cinema 11 Vol Brenner
886-4431. (Mrs. ) Charlotte
•
about the restructuring of the on a smooth plastered surface. Extension 366
Blackwelder which are jointly responsible • rook A Like Rnidj
Admitted Free
Director of Vunteer Services for wildlife
•• • • • • •
** •

PAGE

the

NEW
YORK
I UP! —The
market is close to a rally of
some magnitude and of more
than one session's duration,
says
E, F
Hutton.
An
increasing number of issues,
though the total is still small,
have just about stopped going
down, the firm says.
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quency of desirable behaviors.
The next step is to teach the
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
parents the behavioral principles behind the things they will
be doing and to give them
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
training in treatment practices.
National Institute of Mental Health
Before the
institute
therapy measures, they collect
data on the target behaviors
Parent 'Therapists
field, can reach a larger numwhich they wish to change in
Training parents to be behavber of children and families in
their children. Then they introior therapists and to help in the
a year—and the whole treatduce the measures. called -intreatment of their own mentally
ment program is less expensive
terventions", as instructed.
and emotionally ill children has
for each family.
The work is continued until
many advantages when conAlso, parents can provide
the desired goals are reached
trasted with traditional psychomultiple treatments each week,
Then the consultant helps the
therapies for children.
and their participation in therparents arrange for the home
This is reported by Dr. Paul
apy wins wholehearted support
environment to maintain perW. Clement of Pasadena, Caliand avoids arousing parents'
manently the newly acquired
fornia in a recent issue of the
suspiciousness as to what is
behaviors. When the consultaJournal of School Health and
being done to or with their
tion sessions are ended, formal
Aleslial-Health Digest.
children.
followup is agreed on and
Dr. Clement finds that, by
First step in Dr. Clement's
scheduled.
this method, professional theraprogram is for the consultant
This method of Dr. Clempists, of whom there are not
professional to establish goals
ent's appears promising and is
enoough trained and available
illustrative of the healthy innowith the parents. For example,
to meet manpower needs in this
vations in clinical research and
they will set up goals of reductreatment methodology that are
ing behavioral excesses of the
burgeoning today.
child and increasing the fre-
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Mrs. Quertermous
Hostess For Meet
Sisterhood Chapter

Miss Cindy Steele
Chosen Officer At
Freed-Hardeman
:

Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Miss Cindy Steele, daughter of
Sisterhood met in the home of
and Mrs. John C. Steele of
Mrs. John C, Quertermous, on
urray, has been chosen as
Monday, November 1, at sevensecretary of the Phi Beta
thirty o'clock in the evening. The
Lambda Business Club) of
business meeting was conducted
Freed-Hardeman College,
by Mrs. Henry McKenzie,
Henderson, Tenn., according to
president, following a devotional
J. Walker Whittle, Director of
by Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.
Business Administration.
Routine reports were made by
Miss Steele is a 1970 graduate
officers.
Mrs. Don Fuqua
of Murray University School
reported that Cottey Junior
where she was a member of the
College for Women had students
Beta Club, FBLA, and was also
from 40 states and several
chosen Outstanding Business
foreign cuntries; the library has
Student.
more than 60,000 volumes. Mrs.
At F-HC,Cindy is a member of
George Hart, chairman of the
Sigma Rho Social Club and the
International Peace Scholarship
Secretaries Club.
Committee, said that inThe other officers in the club
vestigations were progressing for
Linda Ferrell as president,
are
the
woman's
graduate
Phil Anderson as vice-pres.,
scholarship.
Ginny Moss as treasurer, and
Mrs. Harry Sparks served as
Teresa Bartot and Becky Mit
secretary. Other reports were
obeli as reporters.
given by Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley,
Mrs. Olga Freeman, Mrs. Paul
Last year's activities consisted
W. Sturm, and Mrs. Maurice Models showing evening wear at the Style Show held at the
a trip to Nashville where they
Mrs. Lindsey meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's nub
Christopher.
visited the First American
reminded members that on on Tuesday were, left to right, Mrs Jack Jackson, Mrs Wells
ational Bank, Life and Casualty
November 8 Mrs. McKenzie will Overby. and Mrs. Jay Ross
Insurance Co. and South Central
have been a member of P.E.O.
Bell Telephone Co. This year the
tar 50 years.
Baked Ham Fare
club plans to take a trip to NashTwo ladies from Chapter 0,
'He on Nov. 18, and a trip to
Honeyed apple rings are
Bowling Green„ were special
Memphis in March.
an unusual accompaniment
guests at the meeting: Mrs. R.P.
for the baked ham dinner.
Freed-Hardernan College is a
Cartwright and Mrs. Beckham
Saute Golden Delicious apple
ully-accredited liberal arts
Martin. Mrs. Catwright was one
rings, cored but not pared, in
ristian College founded in
of the eleven delegates from The Kappa Department of the
butter. ..Drizzle each apple
enderson, Tenn., in 1908 It is
Kentucky to the 50th biennial Murray Woman's Club and their
urrently in transition from
Supreme Convention in Detroit, invited guests met Tuesday, ring with honey as you cook
and turn it. Remove cooked
or to senior college status.
October 4-7. She reported on the November 2, at seven-thirty
rings to serving platter, add
freshman class of 1972 will be
various P.E.O. projects. Cobo o'clock in the evening at the club
a little marsala wine to pan,
toe to receive a bachelor's
Hall, where the meeting was house.
pour over apple
and
stir
gree in the spring of I976.
held, was filled with the 1,238 A StyleShoi.reataH4 fashions
delegates and more than 600 from the Mademoiselle Shop and
visitors each day from the United shoes from Ryan's Shoe Store
States and several foreign was held. Stage props were
countries. Mrs. Martin brought donated by Enix Interiors and
greetings from Chapter 0. 'Mrs'. Gene end Jo's Florists.
As models walked spotlighted
Christopher presented the
speaker with an autographed into view, Dave Ellis, narrator,
Owy of Rev. McKenzie's book, described each ensemble to the
"'Fundamentals the Church audience. The long hemlines and
fitted boots were definitely the
Needs".
Mrs. Quertermous, vice- features of the show.
president, reminded members of Models for the evening Mrs.
the next luncheon meeting, Wells Overbey, Mrs. Larry
November 20, at the home of Mrs. Mayfield, Mrs. Ellwood Brown,
Lindsey. The hostess served a Mrs. Jack Jackson, Mrs. Mary Jo
delicious dessert plate to the Hinton, and Mrs. Jay Ross.
guests and other members not Mrs. Bob Billington, departpreviously noted: Mesdames ment chairman, made several
Edward Nunnlee, Frank Stub- announcements following the
Mrs. James Rudy
blefield, A.H. Titsworth and L.J. show.
By Abigail Van Buren
Allbritten and Mrs. C.C. Lowry,
Hortin.
present in the audience, were
DEAR ABBY: I am a secretary and one of my duties is
recognized by the chairman as
my boss's mail. The past few months he has been
open
the initial organizers of the to
getting some pornographic advertisements I didn't examine
Kappa Department.
few
The chairman also added a this material very closely, I just destroyed it. On a
the mail there
"all"
was
that
if
me
asked
has
he
occasions
each
to
Kappa
thanks
special
member who worked to make was, and I have said yes.
I'm wondering if I should continue to destroy this disMrs. Christine Rhodes opened ''The Haunted House", a recent
material, or should I get my courage up and give it
gusting
project,
big
a
raising
money
her home for the October meeting
him?
to
of the Faith Doran Circle of the success.
You may want to use this in your column since other
Following the announcements,
Women's Society of Christian
secretaries must run into the same problem, but if you do,
Service of the First United refreshments were served by the
please sign me "WONDERING IF" without disclosing my
Methodist Church Mrs. Leonard Hostesses: Mesdames Ted
name or town because if my boss sees this, I won't have to
Vaughn, chairman, presided at Bradshaw, Jimmy Ford, Jim
"WONDERING IF"
wonder anymore.
Hall, Prue Kelly, and Richard
the meeting.
Knight.
DEAR WONDERING: ALL mall addressed to your boss
The program on "Living
should be handed over to him. For you to act as a selfThrough Change And Beyond
appointed censor is both presumpteious and illegal. And If
Fear" was presented by Mrs. R.
he's been anticipating some of the man you destroyed, and
A. Johnston. She discussed the
finds out that you intercepted it, you could be IN trouble
chaotic conditions of the world.
and OUT of a job.

Kappa Department
Has Style Show
At Tuesday Meet

.. BUT
TOO
FOR
ER
EN.
tes of
nt!
most critical
history!
e to last

e!

til 3

Secretary shouldn't
censor boss' mail
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Potluck Dinner Is
Held By Hasseltine
home of Mrs. Perry Hendon at
Monday
6:30 p.m. This will be a linen Class On

Thursday, November 4
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have shower for the church kitchen. The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
a holiday workshop at 130 p.m.
School Class of the Memorial
Saturday, November 6
Hostesses are Mesdames I. L.
Baptist Church held a potluck
Clanton, H. Ed Chrisman, E. S.
dinner meeting in the fellowship
A Ham Hock and White Bean hall of the church on Monday,
Ferguson, A.M. Alexander, and
Thomas McCoy.
Supper will be held by the WSCS November 1, at six-thirty o'clock
of the Martin's Chapel United
A re-organizational meeting of Methodist Church with serving to in the evening,
Robertson Cub Scout Pack will be start at 5:30 p.m. at the church. Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
held at seven p.m. at Robertson
the church, gave the devotion
Senior Girl Scouts will take
School.
as his subject, "Ninety And
orders for homemade cakes, me". The group later sang the
The Town and Country
etc.,' for
pies,
cookies,
Homemakers Club will meet at homecoming and will deliver same song.
the home of Mrs. Phillip
Mrs. Elizabeth James sang a
them. Phone 753-4635 to place
Weydener, 1701 Johnson, at 7:30
solo, "Why Should H4, Love Me
orders.
p
Sigma So". She was accornpained by
The Sigma Sigma
. Thyra Crawford.
Mrs.
Candle Making Demonstration Alumni will have a breakfast at
ura Jennings conducted a quiz
will be held at the Craft House, the sorority room at eight a.m.
602 South 12th Street, from ten Please note the change from a on the books of the Bible.
to 000n.
The class teacher, Mrs.
coffee to a breakfast.
Pauline Wainscott, welcomed the
hers and guests which inThe Hazel School PTA will
Murray sate Homecoming
meet at the school at seven p.m. Parade will start at 9:30 a.m. at cluded the husbands of the
Open house will be held in the the campus and continue to the members. Mrs. Lavola Wyatt
various class rooms.
downtown Murray business was a guest of Mrs. Lucy
eatherstone.
district.
Women's Slimnastic Class will
meet at the Douglas Recreational The Murray State Alumni Mrs. Modelle Miller presided in
absence of the president, Mrs.
Center at seven p.m.
Smorgasbord will be in the
Hubbs
Student Union Building at eleven Mackie
Friday, November 5
a.M.
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club will have a
Mrs I B. Buriefen
Murray State Homecoming
potluck luncheon at 12 noon football game with Austin Peay
sharpe at the social hall of the will be at Cutchin Stadium at two
First United Methodist Church. p.m.
Mrs. Joan Bowker will present
the program.
Open House for Murray State
Alumni will be at Oakhurst, home
; World Community Day will be of Dr. and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks,
observed by the Church Women at four p.m.
United at the First Christian
Church, North 5th Street, at 7:30
Sunday, November 7
pm.
The children of Mr. and Mrs.
The Homecoming Open Golf Festus L. Story of Muray Route
Tournament will be held at the One will host an open house in
Calloway Country Club at 12 celebration of their parents' 50th
noon. Make reservations with wedding anniversary at the
Buddy Hewitt by ten a.m. today. Community Room of the Federal
Savings and Loan Company.
Murray State Shield-News Main and 7th Streets,from two to
reunion dinner will be held at the five p.m. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.
SUB Ballroom at six p.m.

Miss Sharon Sledd
Honored At Shower
At The Foy Home
Miss Sharon Sledd, bride-elect
Ron Hopkins, was honored
th a household shower held
ursciay evening, October 28, at
the home of Mrs. Faye Foy at
Lynn Grove.
The honoree chose to wear for
the occasion a blue knit dress
She was
with white pearls.
presented a pink rose corsage
and kitchen helpers.
Mrs. Joe Sledd, mother of the
honoree, was given a corsage of
yellow mums.
Miss Patricia Foy and Mrs.
Jackie Underwood conducted
games with prizes being awarded
to Mrs. Estelle Adams, Mrs
Charles Jenkins, and Terry
Sledd, who later presented them
to the honoree
punch,
Refreshments of
cookies, mints, and nuts were
served from the beautifully
appointed table centered with an
arrangement of purple flowers.
Presiding at the table were
Miss Patricia Foy, Miss Paula
Foy, Mrs. Jackie Underwood,
and Mrs Faye Foy.
About twenty guests were
pirent or sent gifts.
•

i

or ...I
C5•oe 123 1211 or 753-4521

otied

mcaor40

Mademoiselle
Shop
presents

Murray State Homecoming
Banquet of Agriculture Alumni
will be held at The Hut at seven
p.m.
Murray State Pop Music
Concert will be held at the
auditorium at 8:30 p.m.

The Wranglers Riding Club will
have a horse show at the riding
club at two p.m.

Monday, November 8
The annual Back to School
Night for all parents of students
at Calloway County High School
will be held at seven pm
will assemble in the gym
Parents
The Nellie Outland Sunday for the program by the
band and
fSchool Class of the Cherry Corner chorus before visiting the rooms.
the
at
meet
will
Church
l_l_ap:tast

The Latest Fashions
Friday - 12:00-1:00
Shoes from
Ryan's

Holiday inn
Dining Room

Faith Doran Circle
Has Regular Meet
At Rhodes Home

44,

50

Beverly Paschall
S eaker For Girl

" R

Plummer

4
SUITS
PANAVISOONd

Pr—

LIM'S
1ANT"
'filed Artists

Miss Beverly Paschall, sumMrs. Vernon Roberts gave a
dialogue concerning a woman of mer missionary to Kansas, was
the present day who fears the the guest speaker at a recent
meeting of the Six and Seven
changes that may be coming.
Year old Girls in Action Group of
The program was closed with the First Baptist Church.
questions and answers followed The speaker gave highlights of
by the following persons reading her work with the young people in
scripture: Mrs. Mattie Parker, the state this summer. She is a
Psalm 103; Mrs. Jack Wilcox, student at Murray State
Psalm 100; Mrs. Calista Clanton University and was graduated
Psalm 117; Miss Meadow Huie from Murray High School.
Psalm 121.
Children present at the meeting
The spiritual life chairman, were Cheryl Johnston, Carol
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, opened the Beaman, Gail Horn, and Jan
- devotional period by having the Bement. Mrs. Joe Johnston was
group sing "Amazing Grace" the leader for the day in the
prayer and absence of Mrs. Bernice
followed by
responsive reading from Isaiah Wisehart.
40: 27-31.
This group meets each Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at the church.
Refreshments were served by All children in this age group are
the hostess
invited to attend the meetings.

***************************

November 5 & 6, 1971

Mother Goose Fashions
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES

DEAR ABBY: I am a lonely widow. Several' years -ago,
when I was teaching school in another city, I met a handsome, retired military officer He was a wonderful dancer,
good company, and always a perfect gentleman.
On our third date I said, "I make a good salary ass
teacher. How much do you get in the way of retirement
Pay
He never asked me for another date What did I do
EHTEL IN SAN DIEGO
wrong?

SPECIAL RACK GIRLS DRESSES
Reduced by h Values to 114.00
Boy's Perma-Prest Casual Jeans

STRIPED 'N FLARED
Was '8.00 Cut to 15.00
Was '6.00 - Cut to 14.00
Was '5.00 - Cut to 13.00

DEAR ETHEL: You asked him a question with a
"ring" in it. for which be was not ready.
DEAR ABBY' My boy friend called me up last night and
it turned out to be a rather lengthy conversation as I was in
a rather talkative mood. Well, since the calls between lo
are toll calls, he said, "Let's hang up, and you call me back
so you'll pay for the rest of the call."
After I thought it over I became very angry because I
thought he was being cheap. Isn't the expense of toll calls
part cf the cost rif courting? Besides, I've ironed and mend
ed his clothes on occasion, and have had him over for
meals, so I think I've reciprocated. I told him that a gentle
man should not even mention the cost of phone calls to a
lady
Anyway, that incident has come between us. I said I
had never heard of such a thing. He said it's being done n!,
other people. What do you think of a boy asking a girl
call him back to save on the toll charge?
JUST ASK1'.

\1*4
i?ViVst45%

Coats with
Scarf
and Knit Hat
Reg. '25.00
Cut to '17.99
Reg. '20.00
Cut to '15.00

Boy's Corduroy Packas
Sizes 2-14

with Zip-Off Hoods
:)Izes 6-12 Was '15.00
'10.99

DEAR JUST: It depends upon how much money
party hos, end the relationship between them.

TES

SES

43,

Iny .
3re

DEAR ABBY- My husband lies so much he actualy
believes his own lies! It is so embarrassing to me and the
children.
I told him he needed to see a head doctor, but he thinks
everyone should see one but him. Is there any hope for
him? He's only 49 Maybe you can reach him. I've given
LIAR'S WIFE
uP.

Thursday, Friday
and Saturday
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Peaches and Cream
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DEAR WIFE: One who coefuses facts with fantasies is
out of touch with reality, which is a condition, not a moral
deficiency.
There is indeed hope for your "O• 'er" if he admits he
needs help and is willing to seek it.
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest Write to
Row 0751. las Angeles. 21
MOM For a personal reply enclose stamped, addresser/
envelope
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Tigers Close Season At Ft. Campbell Saturday
BY MIKE BRANDON
Football season comes to an
end Saturday afternoon for the
Murray High Tigers. The Tigers
will travel to Ft. Campbell for the
2 p.m. season finale.
Ft. Campbell is basically a well
balanced ball club with no one
outstanding individual.
They

have a good passing attack, and a tually wrapped up second place
ntributed a great part in the
fair ground game
in District Class A battle by ctory. I expect a tough game
Russellville 15-14. om Ft. Campbell. They always
Murray takes a 3-6 overall knocking off
ye a large, enthusiastic crowd
record into the contest while the
-I was very proud of the team or their games." concluded
Falcons of Ft. Campbell stand at
for their effort against the fine olland.
5-4. But in the Class A district
Russellville group", said Coach
Last season when the two clubs
race, Murray is 3-1 while Ft.
Ty Holland. "I thought that
t at Murray, Ft. Campbell
Campbell lags at a 1-3 pace.
McCuiston, Ryan and Laming all
rched away with a 28-6 vicLast Friday the Tigers vir- layed outstanding games
and

COOKEVILLE, Tenn.—When I
•
when they found Chattounty Scoring Leaders
ou've won six of seven football
$ 1 ga's defense was keying
College Football Roundup
on
Compiled by Mike Brandon
garnes you can no longer acback Jeff Axel. Axel, one of
G TP AVG
curately be called a "surprise"
rushing leaders in the OVC, Player
eam, so Tennessee Tech's ot only 41 yards, but Johnsoo
(NC) 6 158 26.3
lden Eagles are wondering
Bonds picked up the slack for Futrell(K)
5 111 22 2
what adjective will apply to them
Futrell(NC)
and 71 yards, respectively.
4 110 It
now that they whipped UT
b 107
Already assured of a winning Calhoun(W)
hattanooga for their sixth
Mk,Vuihama. right. was presented a plaque b Gary Wicker,
6 103 1 ,
season, the Golden Eagles now Byars(H)
ctory of the season.
Wrangler 4-H Club leader, for the best participation in 4-H Club
6 102 17.0
point toward Eastern Kentucky's Joseph(K)
ma have annihilated opponents Tigers would like nothing better
By JOE CARNICELL1
But one thing they know for
work for the past year at the special meeting held Tuesday
6 92 15.3
Colonels. After the Colonels, Rudolph(F)
with
their high-powered of than to bag the Bear on
UPI
Sports
Writer
e: with six wins under their
(H)
Hooks
ev ening.
6 81 13.5
Tech has two more OVC enWhile Nebraska and Oklaho- fenses and rugged defenses, national TV. Bryant, meanIts, including the 14-7 triumph
13.3
counters: Austin Peay in Eaker(NC)
ver Chattanooga the past
6 76 12.7 ma, the nation's two top ranked Alabama has been slowly and while, must keep his team
Cookeville on November 13, and Brittain(F)
college teams, count off the methodically eliminating its away from looking ahead to its
eekend, they're not going to
County Grade
Middle Tennessee in Murfinale
season
days toward their Thanksgiving opponents. Coach Bear Bryant, big
against
ise Eastern Kentucky in
School Standings
freesboro on Nov. 20.
encounter, a roar has been the terror of the early 1960s in undefeated Auburn in two
chmond this Saturday.
building steadily in the South. college football, is back after weeks.
"We lost whatever 'surprise' The Eagles are hoping
6 0 Some say it's the growling of a some lean years.
Alabama is rated a sevenlement we had after our first someone in the conference will ew Concord
4 2 Bear.
The Crimson Tide have rolled point favorite.
three wins of the season," said a knock Western Kentucky off so Hazel
4 2 While Nebraska and Oklaho- over eight opponents and In other games involving the
ppy coach Don Wade. "As I've they will have at least a chance to Kirksey
3 3
currently are ranked fourth in top 10, Nebraska and Oklahoma
said before, all we can do now is tie for the OVC crown.. Tech is 3- Faxon
1 5
the nation. Alabama faces one both rate as whopping 32-point
to keep on doing what we've been 1 in the league, while Western is Lynn Grove
Almo
0 6
of its toughest tests Saturday choices against Iowa State and
doing and improve on it each 5-0.
night in Baton Rouge, Ls., Missouri and third-ranked
Friday's Games
week."
Saturday's game at Eastern
when it faces Louisiana State, Michigan is rated 35 points
What the Golden Eagles have Kentucky
Hazel
at
New
Concord
is set for 1:30 pm.
ranked 18th, in a nationally better than Iowa. Auburn (5) is
been doing is ramming the ball EST.
Lynn Grove at Kirksey
televised game.
27 over Mississippi State,
down their opponents' throats. In
Faxon at Almo
Alabama stunned a heavily Georgia (6) is 17 over Florida,
seven games, they are averaging
221.4 yards rushing per game.
By United Press International favored Southern California Penn State (7) is 34 over
That leads the Ohio Valley:
The Virginia Squires let loose team 17-10 in its opener and has Maryland, Ohio State (8) is six
Conference.
he
other barrel against the gone on to level Southern over Michigan State, Notre
Wrangler
Club
4-H
Carrell
the
Mart
of
and
Wicker.
left,
Keith
Mississippi, Florida, Mississip- Dame (9) is 17 over Pittsburgh
Eagles'
The
success
with
the
Chaps.
are shown with the trophies presented them for honors won in the
pi, Vanderbilt, Tennessee, and Arizona State (10) is a big
also
rush
doubt
some
casts
on
the
awards given at the West Kentucky Horseman's Association.
Julius Erving, taking
a Houston and Mississippi State favorite against
advisability of the passing atBrighsm,
league-leading sco- by margins of 35, 38, 34,
backseat
to
tack, at least for them. In seven
42, 17, Young.
rer Charlie Scott during most 14 and 31 points. And the
II) is 13 over
games,they have thrown the ball
key to Colorado
of Virginia's first 11 games, the attack has been
only 50 times—less than eight
Johnny Kansas while Stanford is 16
tallied a game-high 29 points Musso, who is in the
NEW YORK (UPI)—Lamar
times a game—for 336 yards.
process of over UCLA and Arkansas is 18
Ashe and Cliff Drysdale.
Wednesday night as the Squires rewriting Alabama
That's only a 48.0 yards-per- Hunt believes he has achieved
and South- over Rice. Toledo (14) is
Laver is the current top man defeated Dallas,
127-117s
for
the
first
major breakthrough
eastern
Conference
game average. The opposition,
rushing heavily favored over Northern
in the WCT series, and its their ninth
win in 12 American records.
Illinois, Tennessee (15) is 14
meanwhile, has bombed away for for professional tennis on leading money winner with
Bitsketbail Association games.
Louisiana State, one of the over South Carolina, Houston
1120 yards and a 160.00 yards-per- television.
$255,517. Of that total, however,
The
Texas
millionaire anThe Calloway County 4-H barrels, poles and speed race in game average.
$1643,000 was won in the Tennis Kentucky topped the Flori- top defensive teams in the (16) is a big choice over
Wrangler Club concluded its the Wranglers club.
Of course, the Eagle defense nounced an agreement with the Champions Classic, in which dians, 118-111, in the only other nation, must contain Musso in Memphis State, Texas 17} is 27
activites for this year with a
Mark Carroll was named has been a decisive factor in the National Broadcasting Compa- laver won 13
order to stop the Tide for the over Baylor, North Carolina is
straight winner- scheduled game.
barbecue supper Tuesday night champion in Junior Barrels and victories. For instance, against ny Wednesday for a TV take-all
third straight year. And the nine over Clemson and Southmatches.
WCT
anScott hit for 25 points and Tigers have been highly suc- ern California is 14 over
at the Murray Federal Savings Junior Speed in the West Ken- Chattanooga, which passed for package of eight of Hunt's
nounced the classic is not in its
Johnson netted 26 for cessful in the past in curtailing Washington State.
and Loan.
tucky Horseman's Association. 200 yards, the Eagles intercepted world championship tennis tour- plans for
1972 because no
Virginia.
A summary of the various He was also champion in barrels three passes at crucial times. nament finals live next spring.
the Alabama rushing star. In
Both Nebraska and Oklahoma
agreement has been reached
projects done by the club this and speed at the Wranglers club. Chuck Koczwara, a senior On eight Sundays—starting on
two previous games against have piled up lots of points and
with Fred J. Podesta, who
Kentucky, two games back of LSU, Musso, who gained 1,137 figure to do so
year was given by Graves Gary Wicker, leader of the defensive back, picked off two of Feb. 20 and winding up on May
again against
sponsored the event in 1970 and Virginia
in the East Division, yards last season and already Iowa
Burkeen
Included in these group, presented plaques of them, his first coming as Chat- 14—NBC will show the pro
State and
Missouri.
1971. Podesta had no comment. rallied
for seven straight points has 860 this year, has been held Michigan, surging
projects were saddle care, breeds appreciation to the officers of the tanooga was threatening on tourney finals in competition
toward the
Hunt said NBC paid a after the Floridians gained a to 28 and 44 yards for 33 Big Ten title, should have
of horses, rope making, building 4-H organization. Officers of the Tech's 34-yard -line. He snagged with pro basketball on ABC and
Sew
"substantial rights fee for the 108-907 lead with 1:20 left. Dan carries.
saddle stands, and a saddle club are Pat Ross, president, it at the 17. His second came in hockey on CBS.
problems with Iowa and AuIssel
scored
33 points for the 1..SU had its SEC hopes burn's Pat Sullivan
Carl Lindemann, Jr., vice tournaments." The contract
chnplay exhibited in the Land Mart Carroll, vice president, the third quarter at Tech's r2.
is expected
Between the Lakes. A judging Karen
Spratt, secretary- John Fitzpatrick, junior defen- president of NBC, who worked covers only 1972 but options run winning Colonels and Larry shocked by an upset loss to to have a field day against
Jones tallied 34 for the losers. Mississippi last week and the mississippi State.
team consisting of Phil Mc- treasurer, and Karen McCuiston, sive back, pilfered a Mickey closely with Hunt when an NBC Mr three years.
Cuiston, Jodie McCuiston, Mark reporter. Ricky Williams was Brokas aerial in the third contract
helped
spur the
Carroll, and Ricky Williams, presented with a plaque by the quarter. He returned it 43 yards. success of
the
American
placed second in a contest held at club for the best participation in Tech's linebackers and line Football League, said the' TV
Reidland.
4-H club work for the past year. also had a field day. They limited contract was a major breakVarious club members have
Approximately 30 people at- Chattanooga's ground game to a through for tennis. He said he
won awards over the past year. tended the meeting.
The mere 36 yards, mainly due to the thought tennis would compete
Karen Spratt was elected queen Wranglers club will have its next rush they put on UTC's quar- in the ratings with basketball
of the Wranglers riding club and meeting on Monday, November terback. They dumped Brokas and hockey. In the past,
the West Kentucky Horseman's 15th to elect officers for the for a minus 36 yards. Jimmy basketball has beaten hockey
Association, Graves Burkeen corning year. Anyone interested Youngblood, Craig Basile, Ron by a wide margin in TV
won the Best Sportsmanship or who would like to join the group McNabb, James Huskey, John ratings.
award in the Wranglers riding should contact Gary or Betty Matlock, Jerry Archibald, and Hunt currently has 34 players
club.
Diane McCuiston was Wicker at 753-4549.
Pat Malcolm were the most ef- under contract including Rod
reserve champion in the Junior
fective on the rush. Basile and Lever, Ken Rosewall, Tom
Western Pleasure category in the
Youngblood were particularly Okker, John Newcombe, Arthur
Wranglers Club. Keith Wicker LAS VEGAS TOURNEY SET deadly. Basile had eight
tackles
(UPI)—The
CHICAGO
Ladies
STINSON TRADED
was reserve champion in the
and eight assists, while
For '72 you get Ford's famous Quiet Ride plus all the luxury you want without
PONTE VERDA BEACH,
West Kentucky Horseman's Professional Golf Association Youngblood had
tackles
nine
and
a luxury price. And tough Ford engineering. A unique suspension
Wednesday
$50,000
a
Fla.
(
UPI
)
—The
St. Louis
Association in the Pony Barrels
four assists.
system smooths the ride, a strong "S" frame helps keep it
tournament
Open
Las
for
Cardinals dealt catcher Bob
and Junior Pole Bending
The Golden Eagles got good
quiet. LTD is built to last, year after year. LTD also
.ategories.
Wicker was also Vegas, May 4-7. The top prize performances from freshman Stinson to the Houston Astros
gives you a great choice of options. Choose a
automobile.
$10,000
and
is
an
Wednesday
for
utility
infielder
liampion in the Pony class, Pony
halfbacks Terry Johnson and Jay
power Sunroof, reclining passenger seat, or
Orlando Martinez.
SelectA ire conditioning with automatic
temperature control. And more

Alabama And Bryant May Be
Making A Comeback This Year

DEF.}
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Erving Leads
Squires To
Dallas Victory
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Lamar Hunt Gives NBC
Rights To Eight Tennis
Tournaments Next Spring
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For72,Ford gives you
Quiet...Plus

Ford LTD
Quiet...Plus luxury.
Quiet...Plus durability.
Quiet...Plus power steering, power disc brakes,
automatic transmission, all standard.

(13elk
Y-),1• Happy Shopping Store

Parts, Tenn.

I .,r.! I III

saVe

to 5.12

GREAT-LOOKING
WINTER COATS

19.88
usually $23425
Shimmery rayon velour or
braid trimmed vinyl with fake
fur accents. Color-111c patch
panelvinyl The look she
wants — and the warmth you
demand. 7 to 14
4.6X. usually $21-62217.88

I
t

2-Door Hardtop shown with optional vinyl roof, deluxe
wheel covers, and white sidewall drys.

This year there are many reasons for coming
to the Wagonmaster.
Ford Wagons
There is Ford's Quiet Ride.. plus all the
standard features
that make every Ford wagon a complete wagon:
Quiet...Plus 3-Way Magic Doorgate.
3-Way
Magic Doorplte,automatic transmission,
power steering.
Quiet...Plus all the advantages that make
351 CID V-8, power ventilation, and power doorgate
window. Wagon options include trailer towing package
Ford America's best-selling wagon.
that will 'et you tow up to 6,000
pounds, and a lockable
rear stowage compartment. Or choose
dual-facing rear
seats. When it comes to wagons, nobody
swings like Ford.

FORD

New 1972 Fords at frozen 1971 manufacturer's suggest
ed
retail prices. Never a better time to buy a Ford.

PARKER FORD

Inc.

701 Main Street

ii

11

a

no.
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Murray State Gears For Homecoming Saturday

great part in the
pect a tough game
pbell. They always
enthusiastic crowd
mes." concluded

y Be
Year
like nothing better
g the Bear on
. Bryant, meankeep his team
king ahead to its
finale
against
Auburn in two
s rated a seven-

11) is 13 over
Stanford is 16
Arkansas is 18
14) is
Toledo
over Northern
essee 15) is 14
arotina, Houston
ig choice over
, Texas 17)- is 27
North Carolina is
mson and Southia is 14 over
te
ka and Oklahoma
lots of points and
so again against
and
Missouri.
ging toward the
should have Sew
h Iowa and Au'van is expected
eld day against
te.

11

nessee, and against Eastern had Governors' wishbone offense.
Quarles carried the ball eight
14 tackles and 7 assists.
SEVEN GAME TEAM S1 l'ISTICS
The Murray State Racers, All-OVC tackle Dave Ford was times for 23 yards for APSU in
and
on
one
Northwood
game
the
Austin Peay fi
fresh from a 17-7 upset win over "Player of the Week" for his
Ford had 8 occasion in the second half, he
the Eastern Kentucky Colonels, Eastern game.
85
First Downs
68
have been working all week in tackles and 4 assists, caused an picked up a key first down with a
311
Number
Rushing
Plays
313
effort.
strong
second
anticipation of Saturday's 2 p.m. Eastern fumble, tipped a pass,
1080
Net Yards Rushing
287
homecoming clash with Austin and forced the Eastern quar- Joining Quarles in the starting
99
University's terback into quick releases six offensive backfield will be freshState
Peay
Passes Attempted
143
Governors of Clarksville, Ten- times. "It was his best game man quarterback Tom Thou,
41
Passes Completed
52
halfback
Glenn
ever," defensive coach Bill Htna freshman
nessee.
9
Pass
Had
Intercepted
13
Harkrader and senior halfback
Last Saturday night's victory, said.
650
Total
Yards
Passing
582
Art
Hicks.
Dennison
had
which came before a home crowd Linebacker E.W.
1722
Total Yards Offense
869 t
in Cutchin Stadium, evened the 11 tackles for the Racers against Hicks drew the nomination for
352
Number Offensive Plays
Racers record at 3-3-1 and moved Eastern antt his running mate the outstanding APSU back
456
the Thoroughbreds into the first Billy Fryer had 10. Defensive against Northwood. He picked up
246
Offense Game Average
124
division in the Ohio Valley back Mike Tepe returned an 59 yards rushing in 11 carries and '41
Number
Punts
67
Conference race with a 2-2-1 interecption 28 yards for a touch- scored the Govs' second touch1341
Yards
Punting
2370
down.
down
after
Eastern
had
tied
the
conference slate. It also marked
32.7
Average Yards per Punt
"In spite of_a lot of things going
35.4
the third undefeated game in a score at 7-7.
14
Number Fumbles
row for Murray State with the Offensive stars for Murray against us we still should have
28
streak beginning with a 24-15 win State last Saturday were tailback won last Saturday's game," the
416
Yards Penalized
401
over Middle Tennessee and Rick Fisher who rushed for 112 Austin Peay coach said. "It will
96
Total Points Scored
74
continuing with a 6-6 tie at East yards to push his OVC-leading be that much tougher this week
166
Points
135
Scored
Against
against
Murray,"
Dupes
added.
season
total
to
789
Tennessee.
yards;
Austin Peay dropped their fullback George Greenfield, with Saturday's game will be the
sixth straight game of the season 44 rushing yards; quarterbck thirteenth meeting between the
when they were edged by Nor- Tom Pandolfi who threw a 38- two OVC school, with each team
thwood Institute 17-14 in yard, wring pass and wide showing six victories.
Michigan last Saturday. The receiver, Scotty Crump, who In comparison of the four
common opponents of the two,
Governors' coach, Bill Dupes,!caught the TD aerial.
a teams so far this season-Eastern
was disappointed in his defense The Governors plan
replacement at one offensive Kentucky, Morehead State,
but not too critical of them.
"They were due for a let down starting post from last weekend. Middle Tennessee, and UT—
Tournament into a one-man
MEXICO CITY
UPI—Lee
following their earlier efforts," Freshman Teddy Quarles, who Martin-Austin Peay has lost to all
show.
Trevino
is
expected
to
cut
the
Dupes said, "but why did it have missed all of last year due to knee four while Murray has defeated
Trevino, the El Paso, Tex.,
surgery, may find himself in the Eastern and Middle and lost to clowning today and turn the
to be today?"
product who has established
;30,000
Mexican
Open
Morehead
and
Martin.
Golf
starting
fullback
slot
in
the
Bill
Murray State head mentor,
himself as one of the leading
Furgerson, said of the Goverprofessionals on the United
nors: "We haven't been ready for
States tour, played for laughs in
them several times but we plan to
the Pro-Am section of the tourbe ready Saturday."
nament Wednesday but will be
Austin Peay has been one of the
playing for money beginning
most difficult teams for the
today.
Racers to beat in recent years,
With the personable Trevino
with Murray State dropping six of By United Press International drafted by the Knicks and Dick .Walt Frazier, improving mugging it for the spectators and
the last seven games to the Goys.
Ever wonder what would by Detroit.
steadily since his recovery the cameras Wednesday Tom
The Governors won the six games happen if the van Arsdale Cincinnati won only its second from a stomach virus, tallied 31 McGinis, a
23-year
old
by mostly embarrasing scores of twins ever played on the same game in eight starts, enough pinata as New York riddled an Memphis, Term., pro and four
26-10 in 1964, 234 in 1965 49-0 in, National Basketball ASSOciatiori hdweget,'Coliful the Royals in a already pourous Houston de- amateurs fired a team 63 to tie
1966, 37-20 in 1967, 56-35 in 1968, team?
three-way tie for the lead in the fense. Rudy Tomjanovich paced for the ProAm title. Ramon
and 45-7 in 1970. Murray's lone
Tom and Dick Van Arsdale powerless Central Division, as the Rockets with 26, while Cruz, a Mexico City pro, had the
win during the seven-game were brilliant Wednesday night Tom Van Arsdale hit 12 baskets controversial Elvin Hayes, used best individual round of the day
stretch was a 53-41 victory in a as each hit for over 30 points. and Johnny Green scored 28 sparingly, hit a field goal in with a four-under-par 68.
scoring duel in 1969.
Tom's 32 points led the points. Matt Guokas of Cincin- each half for Houston.
Trevino shot a par 72 in the ProMurray State coach Bill Cincinnati Royals to a 124-100 nati had a career high 14 Chicago moved within a game Am and his best-ball team had a
Furgerson credits the turn victory over the Philadelphia assists. Fred Foster, a former of Midwest Division-leading total of 66.
around in the Racers' season to 76ers and Dick tallied 31 in the Royal, led Philadelphia with 29 Milwaukee as Bob Weiss led
The 114 pros and 29 amateurs in
the return of several injured Phoenix Suns' 100-98 win over points.
the Bulls with 27 points against the tournament tee off this
players.
the Buffalo Braves.
Dick Van Arsdale scored four Atlanta. The Hawks, tied with morning over the 7,350-yard Club
Linebacker Frank Head, who In other games, the New points in the final 24 seconds Cincinnati and Baltimore for de Golf de Mexico. The field will
missed the Racer beatings by York Knicks ripped the Houston for Phoenix' victory over the
Central
Divisionlead, be cut to the top 60 after Friday's
Morehead and UT-Martin after Rockets, 117-98, and the Chica- Buffalo. His basket broke a 96- dropped to 3-7.
second round.
being injured in the Tennessee go Bulls whipped the Atlanta all tie and he added a pair of
Tech game,has been tremendous Hawks, 113-100.
.
insurance free throws that
since his return. The Racer The Van Arsdale brothers stood up as Jerry Chambers
captain was the "OVCts- have never played together as scored for the Braves at the
Defensive Player of the Week" pros. They were college stars buzzer. Bob Kauffman led the
for his game against East Ten- at Indiana University. Tom was losers with 24 points.
BY GENE MCCUTCliEONI

when the two clubs
ay, Ft. Campbell
y with a 23-6 vic-

es involving the
ka and Oklahoma
whopping 32-point
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*o State (8) is six
State, Notre
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tate (10) is a big
ainst
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DEFENSIVE STARS in Murray State's 17-7 win over Eastern Kentucky Saturday night were team
captain Frank Head, left and alternate captain Dave Ford. Ford was named -Defensive Player of
the Week" in the Ohio Valley Conference for his performance in the game. Ford had 8 tackles and 4
assists. Head, who was named player of the week for his game against East Tennessee a week
earlier, had 14 tackles and 7 assists against the Colonels. At right is defensive coach Bill Bins.

NHL Roundup

Gary Smith Turns Back 21 Shots
To Lead Black Hawks To Shutout
By United Press international
Gary Smith seems to have
learned something from Tony
Esposito.
Smith, Chicago's backup goaltender, turned back 21 shots
Wednesday night to record his
first shutout of the season as
the Blatt Hawks beat the
Philadelphia Flyers 3-0. Smith's
shutout, combined with two
posted by Esposito, the No. 1
Chicago goalie, gives the Black
Hawks the league lead in
shutouts.
Pat Stapleton, Doug Jarrett
and Jim Pappin scored during
a three-goal second period and
the Chicago defense completely
stymied Philadelphia to help
Swath record the shutout. The
victory was Chicago's 10th
against just three losses and
left the Black Hawks two points
ahead of surging Minnesota in
the National Hockey League
Western Division race.
In other NHL action, New

York routed Los Angeles 7-1, Bowman and his former team
Montreal whipped St. Louis 5-1, d marked the debut of
and Minnesota edged Toronto 2- cCreary, who took over the
1 and California beat Pit- lub when Sid Abel was
tsburgh 5-3.
levated to general manager.
Ted Irvine had two goals and Lou Name scored the decidan assist against his former
goal on a power play early
teammates as the Rangers in the third period and Gump
eittended their unbeaten streak Worsley made it stand up with
to nine games. The Kings took a superb goaltending perfora 1-0 lead into the second mance as Minnesota stopped
period but Irvine scored one the Maple Leafs. Nanne congoal and assisted on another as nected on a 20-footer with Jim
the Rangers erupted for three Harrison in the penalty box and
scores and Irvine collected his Worsley, the NHL's leading
second goal during a four-goal goalie this season, turned back
third period burst.
the Leafs the rest of the way.
Jacques Lemaire scored one Consecutive goals in the last
goal and set up two others as period by. Tom Webster, Joey
the Canadiens beat St. Louis Johnston and Paul Shmyr
and spoiled the coaching debut boosted California past Pitof Bill McCreary. Lemaire set tsburgh, the Seals' first victory
up Frank Mahovlich's 13th goal at home this season. Webster
in the first period and stole the tied the score at 3:31 and
puck and scored himself in the Johnston and Shmyr hit unassecond.
sisted goals in the last six
It was the first meeting minutes.
between Montreal Coach Scotty

****************************
On Hwy. 121
Phone
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Trevino Favored In
Mexican Open Tourney

Van Arsdale Brothers Lead Their
Respective Teams To Big Victories

College Football Forecast
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Oklahoma State In k6nsas Young 24—Defense will be
:I By United Press International for Michigan, right now.
* Coach Duffy Daugherty of Michigan State 24 Ohio State State 13—Cowboys defense wilt mere dream when the WAC's
* Michigan State, a man whose 14—Big Ten's upset of the year. make the difference
leaders meet.
* always quick with a funny line, Minnesota 21 Northwestern 17
Air Force 21 Oregon 18—
The Southwest
* will get the last laugh on Coach —The Gophers can squeak
Falcon defense will stop
Texas 35 Baylor 6 Darrell Quick
* Woody Hayes of Ohio State this through once.
Oregon's Bobby Moore and his
Royal won't let the Longhorns
* Saturday when the two Big Ten Purdue 24 Wisconsin 21—
near disaster cohorts.
* powers tangle at Columbus, Boilermakers got to rebound forget last year's
New Mexico 27 Utah 14—
against the Bears
if
_
are running wild after
Lobos
sometime.
Texas
Texas Christian 20
trampled by Arizona
Ohio.
Th.at's the opinion of our Also-North Texas State seven
being
Tech 8—Horned Frogs suddenly
ie midveest regional expert who
State.
ever Cincinnati; Dayton seven find themselves with a chance
picks the Spartans to beat the ever Xavier; Kent State three
Utah State 17 Wyoming 14—
at the Southwest Conference
* once-beaten Buckeyes by 10 ever Marshall, Western Michigan
tight victory for the
Another
title and will be giving it their
* points in the conference's first 10 over Miami, Toledo 17 over
Utag,s.
surprising
best effort in memory of Coach
Large Hardy
8 to 5 * major upset of the season.
Oregon State 21 Arizona 7—
orthern Illinois, Drake 14 over Jim Pittman.
Michigan State, which has• uthern Minois.
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Mon. * only
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figures the
Also—Arkansas 22 over Rice, Sixkiller too much for Bear
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* Dark Red
est test in a bid for fourth Louisville 15 over Tulsa, New defense.
* trouble for the eighth-ranked
.ord 35 UCLA 14—Indians
Mexico State six over West
perfect season in 11 years.
$395
* $295
* Buckeyes.
North Carolina 14 Clemson 7 Texas State, Houston 18 over conclude PAC-8 play with 5-1
* Among the remainder of the
-Tar Heels another step near first Memphis State and Colorado record.
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* tough time Saturday. The
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Gourmet Buffet plus
Village Productions

HAVE A GOOD
TONIGHT
TIME
WITH GARRY MOORE...
WATCH GARRY LEAD HIS PANELIST
FRIENDS IN THE HUNT FOR THE IDENTITY
OF THE REAL MR. X ON TO TELL THE
TRUTH

WLAC-TV

o•

PERRY MASON AND
BARBARA RUSH.
AT 10:30 P.M. TELEVISIONS ALL-TIME
FAVORITE DETECTIVE TEAM SLEUTHS OUT
THE REAL CRIMINAL STORY AFTER STORY
ON THE PERRY MASON SHOW

WLAC-TV

AGATHA SUE,I LOVE YOU

0:....224f.„,,
95(

Willagre
DINNER-THEATRE
Phone 1 3624211 for Reservations

WLAC-TVS5
THE GOOD TIMES
FROM THE LOCAL
POINT OF VIEW
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PAGE SIX
FIRST ACCIDENT
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)-The
San Francisco Bay area's new
$1.4 billion rapid transit system
had its first serious accident
Tuesday, months before the
computerized rail system begins operations.

Raise In Minimum Wage Could Sabotage Phase II

THURSDAY -NOVEMBER 4 1971
home says, "Minimum wage lust out of school,
op-Out, and undoubtedly some would be
should not be increased and Job-Hoppers or
ime employed at so-called menial
nursing homes should retain 48 workers need training to
ie tasks. On the other hand, there
how- exemption. Fifty to sixty productive employees before are indications in view of the
percent of nursing home costs are they come up to the minimum above table that many potential
employee wages; any increase wage level. Many of the small employers of teenagers would be
will positively increase daily business firms cannot stand this at the same time training
charges."
added expense when the em- teenagers in some skill or craft
A Nebraska manufacturer ployee is not capable of meeting
comments, "This Increase in the the wage level."
More than 2.6 billion dollars of
minimum wage, does not allow The survey does not go into the fire and lightening damage ocfor training inexperienced specific type of work that curred on our nation's farms
people. The high school student teenagers would be trained in, from 1954 to 1968.

Law has been the causative factor An Ohio laundry owner says, "I
Action by Congress to raise the productivity to wages, another
in throwing out of work the aged, own a coin operated laundry and
minimum wage from the present announced goal of the control
and the mentally and physically dry cleaning store and there is no
$1.60 per hour to $2.00 per hour on plan. In addition, while it is the
incapacitated, it has been even way I can justify a $1.60 labor
January 1 could result in major announced objective of the
more erosive in the field of job cost for an attendant. This acsabotage of Phase II of the ad- control plan to create a half
opportunities
for teenagers.
tually costs the government 2
is
a
far
jobs,
this
so
new
million
control
economic
ministration's
Typical comments received by times. I will have a lot smaller
A transit train slatamed into plan.
theoretical assumption.
a parked unit, injuring one mast
This prediction is supported by But the surveys conducted by the Federation along with the payroll this year and will make
and easing $100,000 damage at the results of surveys of the the National Federation of In- survey data is one from the less money."
an elevated section of the line National Federation of In- dependent Business indicate that owner of a Massachusetts ad- The owner of a Indiana nursing
*ear the Oakland Coliseum.
dependent Business studying the in the first year following the vertising agency who says,
!- Donald Aguilar, 42, who was impact of the minimum wage law adoption of the minimum wage "minimum wage law should also
driving the two-car train, on the economic health of the law of 1966 more than 680,000 be set up to protect jobs, not
suffered a crushed right arm nation over the past four years people lost their jobs and were eliminate them. '$2.00 an hour
minimum will simply eliminate
and fractured rib.
among the nation's 5 million plus shunted onto welfare rolls.
Federation surveys since that the young and unskilled from
Bart officials said the sys- independent enterprises.
jobs. Where does common sense
tem's computer safety appara- Paradoxically, such legislation time in this area also indicate
fit into the thinking of legislative
two
announced
million
upwards
of
that
major
three
violates
the
and
bypassed
tus had been
planners?"
responsible train was being goals of the economic control potential job opportunities for
A Montana fast food operator
operated manually when it plan. One is that an increase of 25 teenagers have disappeared.
reports, "I have always hired
seems
there
While
wage
minimum
little
in
percent
the
while
train
parked
struck a
about 10 high school girls for my
traveling at about 35 miles per would exceed the announced argument with the position of
nine-month season at my Dairy
hour. It was Bart's first intentions to hold future pay labor leaders that people working
for $1.60 per hour are "under- Queen drive-in. I usually hired
accident in 10,000 hours of raises at a much lower rate.
The legislation also does not tie employed" the issue seems to these girls right out of 8th grade
routine tests of trains.
resolve down to the question of so they would usually stay with
........5••••••••••••.....\55
55\•\........ / whether it is better to be under- me for 4 years. I paid them $1.00
"
completely to $1.25 and they were always
employed
or
happy.
unemployed.
The last minimum wage in- "Montana just passed a
crease, the Federation surveys minimum wage of $1.60 and it
show, shook out of their jobs the adds to my payroll $400.00 a
aged, and the physically and month. Because of this, I wrote a
mentally handicapped. This job letter to the girls that says in
attrition
was particularly part, As you all know, as of July
jailiPunced in the rural areas of 1st, the minimum wage is $1.60 an
the nation, and in the vocations how-. This puts me in a position
such as laundry, dry cleaning, where I can no longer afford to
janitorial work, and other oc- hire teenage help.' "
cupations where the ratio bet- The owner of a California title
ween productivity and wages are and trust firm has this comment,
especially critical, less able "On the subject of "minimum
employees were forced out. They wage", I believe that my type of
were either replaced with people business (service-financial can
who could produce at the not consider hiring at the present,
required minimum pay, or some let alone ever increasing base
phases of the operations were figures, particularly with built-in
fringe benefits which must be
eliminated.
offered to all employees.
majority
the
cases,
of
the
Odd Lots and
1 Group
dismissals of the handicapped "A reduction of about 20-25
Discontinued
employees was after the business percent in minimum wage during
owners found that customer the 1st year of employment would
resistance would not permit them allow me to hire one high-school
to raise prices to match the in- graduate per office tube trained.
Reg. '6.49 gal.
creased
spread
between The present minimum wage
productivity and the Federally would then be acceptable for the
NOW 2 for
second year and we would pay
required wage rate.
While the Federation has not substantially more by the third
Qt. - Reg. '2.39
conducted a continuous survey year."
"This
system
could
provide
into the area of welfare, there are
$397
for
indications that the heavily in- substantial employment for the
creased welfare load of the past young now without holding back
7th & Walnut
Phone 247-3071
four years is related to the their future earning potential. As
Mayfield, Ky.
operations of the minimum wage an employer, I take a close look
at every "gimmick" automation
law.
Largest Selection in Western Ky.
program to keep labor costs in
But
while
the
minimum
wage
. N% W04.%%'00..\
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Latex
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Mary Carter
Latex
House Paint

Fast drying, flat
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Easy soap and
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Music and Book Lover Bonanza I.•
GIANT SALE!!
i•
Books
-

K930. THE LIGHT HORSE BREEDS By J. W. Patten.
Over 300 Photos and a complete guide to the origin,
cheracterisitics and principal uses of the Hackney,
Palmino, mThorough and Standardbred, Pinto, Quarter
_ _
Horse, Tennessee Walking Horse, Mc. _
NM complete ad.*my 112.911
orIP pub at $1000
L*8 Homosexuality • THE LOVE THAT DARED NOT
SPEAK ITS NAME.-By H. M. Hyde. Candid history of
homosexuality in Great Britain-the scandals, legislation
and some shocking insights into our own homosexual
Only $2.98
population, past and present. Pub. at $7.95.

Published At $2.50 to $25.uL
Now $1 .00 to $1 .95

Originally

WOMEN'S WORLD LIBRARY
LISS CREATIVE NEEDLEWORK By S Hedrin &
.1
Springer Hundreds of ill...; Many in Rich Full Color
Illustrated step-by-step directions for crochet, knitting,
needlepoint, crewel monogramming, applique, hem,
stiching, etc. More than 30 beautiful designs
Comprehensive stitch section. Si, x 11.
Lib Ed Pub at $595
This Complete Ed Only $I 00
L119. FAST & FANCY COOKBOOK By J Roth Hundreds
of inexpensive, quick to prepare, succulent appetizers,
dips, relishes, omelets, crepes, soups, meats, fish &
seafood, poultry, desserts. Hundreds of Photos, many in
Rich Full Color. 81,2 0 11.
Lib. Ed. Pub. at 15.95.
This Complete Ed Only 51 00
L190. DECORATING IDEAS FOR EVERY ROOM IN
YOUR HOME. Invaluable ideas and solutions for every
conceivable decorating problem for every room in house
or apartment-arranging furniture, walls, ceilings, floors
terraces, patios, kitchens, bathrooms, children's rooms.
etc. Hundreds of Photos. Many in Full Color 1, 7 X 11
Lib. Ed. Pub. at 15.95.
This Complete Ed Only 51 DO
1191. WOMAN'S DAY FAMOUS FRENCH COOKERY.
Hundreds of tusclous French recipes adapted for
preparation in modern American kitchens-recipes for
cheese breads, horS d'oeuvres, souffles, etc trom
Almond
Fish Filets to wine-Tarragon Chicken Packed with.
Photos, Many in Full Color, ee•7 x 11
Lib Ed. Pub. at S5.95
This Complete Ed Only sl 00
• L192. Jack LaLanne's SLIM & TRIM DIET & EXERCISE
GUIDE. America's famous
exercise expert gives you
• his proven program for losing weight and conditioning
your entire body with easy to-follow exercises and
• delicious, nutritious recipes, 150 Photos, Many
Full
Color.
Lib, Ed. Pub. at S5.95
This Complete Be Only SI 601
'

•

L193. BEDTIME BIBLE STORIES FOR CHILDREN.
From the Old Testament and New-a retelling of the
world's greatest stories including Noah and the Ark,
Moses, David in the Lion's Den, Jonah and the Whale, the
Nativity, etc. Beautifully illus., with 150 color pictures, 5i'2
X 11.
Lib. Ed. Pub. at $595
This Complete Ed. Only 11.00
2300 The American Heritage HISTORY OF THE
MAKING OF THE NATION 1783-1840. 300 superb illus., 127
in Full Color. Finest volume ever published, Covering so
completely the period between the Revolutionary and the
Civil War. A wealth of authentic illustrations and
fascinating colleclion Of contemporary accounts. 8/
3
4 x
Pub at Sly SO

Only $9.95

2237 ART AND CRAFT OF HAND WEAVING, THE:
including Fabric Design. By Lilt Blumonau. Yarns, looms,
and tools, weave and structure, forms of design, and
Procedure in the actual work of fabric-making. 454" x
'
9'
136 pages Fully illustrated.
134
S1.911
L73 THIS WAS SAWMILLING. By R. W. Andrews. 246
rare Photos. Sagas of lumbermen, mills, and their
equipment, transportation on land and sea, towns, sign
language, eft $m X it. Orig. pub. at S8.75. New complete
Pd Only S3.95.
K$46 WITHCRAFT MAGIC & ALCHEMY. By
G.
ReOivry. 11 plates in Color & 364 IlluS. in the text Reissue
Of this rare collection of occultifelt iffieStrating works
on
sorcery, magic, astrology,
chelromancy, cartomancy
Inc! Tarot, as well as alchemy from sources ranging from
Middle Ages to 19th century. 9 x 111
/
2.
Orig. pub. at $10.00.
New complete ed.Only $4.95
UN THE ART OF HANGING.
By J. 0. POW, Min'"count of HA brutality and inhumanity of
capitol punishTOM emphasizing its historical and
payderdflika,
significance front the 12th coMury to r•Cont limes. Pub. at
SS.95.
Onty $1.49

L125. RETRIEVER GUN DOGS: History, Breed Standards, and Training. By W. F. Brown. Over 60 Illus., indl.
photos, drawings, genealogy charts. Valuable guide to
Chesapeake, Labrador, Golden, eiat-coat, Curley-Coat,
Irish Water Spaniel, and American Spaniel Retrievers,
lessons, how to combat gun
firriic
;
o .hinformation
tinfeotrc
on
Only $
L98 COLLECTORS CHOICE: Of Porcelain & Faience By
R. Berges Over 1110 Photos & Drawings, 6 in Full Color.
18th Century porcelain and faience discussed in a
Only
11 1 4, Pub. at $15.00.
beautifully illus volume. 10
S4.95
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K901 THE CIVIL WAR A Pictorial Profile By J. S. Slay
Complete chronological and geographical pictorial history
of the Civil war told in 365 pictures of bathes, generals,
and political figures plus 16 maps with 100,000 words of
Pub at $10.00- Only S4.95.
text Sup 8'
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Wallace's Book Store

•
• 1413 Olive Blvd. (Across from Ordway Hall)

8:00 to 8:00 Monno Friday

9:00 to 5:00 Saturday

O

•
0

Kn. BOOK OF GARDEN FLOWERS. By Xenia Field
Profusely illus.with hundreds of superb pictures In color
and monochromes A delightful volume for beginner and
expert with Practical advice on planting, height and Size of
plant, color, cuttings, etc 8` ? XII $9 95 value Only $3 95
K680 THE GREAT COMIC BOOK HEROES Compiled,
Annotated by JIlips Feiffer Reproduced in glorious color,
the origins and early adventures of the classc super
including Superman, Batman, Capt
here"01 the comics,
Marvel, Capt. America, TM. Flash, Hawkman, Wonder
Woman, The Spirit, Mt. 914 a 1214. Orig. Pub. at $t 95
New, complete ed, Only U.
"'

TOP VALUES

•
•

•

Isss PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH STUFF-A Guide to
Country Antiques By Earl F. Robacker. Delightful, Putty
illustrated guide to Pennsylvania Dutch furniture, china,
it2t
it.:henware. glass, etc Established as one of the most
authoritativ, books on the subject. Pub. at $11.50. Only
$

Hazel

0

0

L240. CLASSICS OF TRANSPORTION: TRAINS, SHIPS,
AIRCRAFT, AUTOS. By Tre-Tryckare. Time-Life's
Classic books 200 Full-Color detailed paintings showing
the Baltimore Clipper, D. C. 3, 1940 Packard, French
Steam Railcars of 1679, hundreds more, plus lively, expert
real value at only $5.95.
text. Pub. at 59 95 4 Vol. set,

17
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protection for wood
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bug free in 30 mins.
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Americans won moral victory at,atinker Hill

psci s.FS

Tlslf S — MURRAY, Kt \it( KY

THE LED(.

hill in the daylight.
best fighters.
Little did he know that those
In the morning, Howe detersame sweating men who -alminedly barged 1,500 men
most suffocated with dust" get- across the bay and opened a
ting those trenches dug would frontal attack up the incline
have the spirit and energy left from the beaches. The Amerto frustrate the well-rested and icans had had time to erect a
drilled troops of his majesty's barrier on one part of the

In their trenches and behind
stacks of hay and wooden rails,
the Americans waited and then
fired. The first two frontal
moves up the hill ended in
bloody failure for the British,
but 500 fresh men joining the
battle under Gen. Henry Clinton brought the successful
thrust.
Warren and a handful of
Colonials, out of powder and

beach, with a company of New
Hampshire riflemen behind it
to block encirclement.
Guns of the British rnep-ofwar pounded the hillside from
the harbor, but the fleet could
not elevate its fire enough to
reach the summit.

using their guns as clubs, delayed the assault briefly while
many of their companions escaped, but the redcoat bayonets flashed in deadly superiority.
The Charlestown heights belonged to the enemy, but not fur
long: Beleaguered in this small
area of the New England shore,
the British soon sensed the onpossibility of their position. In

the spring of 1776 they sailed
for Halifax.
The strong American showing on the heights of Charlestown had proved that raw
Colonial troops could stand up
against the greatest military
power on earth. It had demonstrated, too, that the rebels had
the will to fight the enemy as
well as to denounce him in debate.
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BOSTON — It was a defeat
for the Americahs on Bunker
Hill in 1775, but a striking
monument now marks the spot
and a proud celebration enlivens the day in this city each
June 17.
The dashing, young American physician-general, Joseph
'Warren, who was also a writer,
met death on the hill. The British routed the Colonials in the
bloody: 21s-hour battle which,
kke an athletic event, had
stands of spectators watching
by the hundreds from nearby
rooftops and other vantage
points.
The results, however, were
devastating to the British, and
the outcome was unmistakably
a moral victory for the Amerleara,

Word of the battle flashed
through the Colonies with the
stirring impact that had accompanied Lexington and Concord two months earlier. It was
inspirationally clear that the
Colonial fighters, despite their
lack of training and their poor
organization, could face up to
the crack redcoats.
It was a fearful price the
British had paid at Bunker Hill.
The American sharpshooters,
withholding their fire "until
vou see the whites of their
;yes," cut down the advancing
redcoats at short range with a
• wall of deadly fire. They inflicted a thousand casualties,
leaving the British with so
many wounded and dead that
the Boston almshouse had to be
converted to a hospital and
morgue while wooden carts
,were pressed into service to
l_carry the bodies from (liarlestown back into British-con.trolled Boston.
One more such victory, it was
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MONUMENT
said of the British, and there
would be no one left to carry the
good news home!
The British grenadiers and
light infantrymen fought with
valor and discipline, and their
reinforced third charge up the
hill was too much for the exhausted Colonials, who had run
out of ammunition, were now
fighting with gun butts and
rocks_ The "embattled farmers" had again proved their
competence against the British
pros, and it was only months
later that the redcoats
evacuated Boston as Gen.
George Washington took over
other strategic heights near the
city.
The visitor to Boston today,
viewing the city from one of the
new downtown skyscrapers,
sees the Bunker Hill obelisk
imposing on the northern
horizon. It is a gray, four-sided
pillar with pyramid top, heavy
and dull to observe in the harbor fog but a crisply clear reminder of the historic day it
commemorates when the sun
shines as was the case on June
17, 1775.
Bostonians have long since
learned to ignore that the battle
was wrongly named; it was
really fought on Breed's Hill.
Ordered to take position on
Bunker Hill, Gen. Israel Putruun 1"0Id Put") instead led
his men to Breed's Hill
closer to Boston and more exposed to British fire.
The enemy could hear the
Americans digging their
trenches that night on the summit just across the bay from
the city. British sentries reported suspicious sounds coming from over the water. Gen.
William Howe, courageous but
cautious,saw no reason at that
late hour to call out his troops.
Confident and unworried, he
thought the British would simply whisk the farmers off the
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Hazel Classes Tour Plants
Steve Phillips, Andy
In preparation for the printing were:
of their own class newspaper, the Coles, Rita Watkins, Charlie
Seventh and Eighth Grades of Scull, Regina Cook, Kendred
Hazel Elementary School toured Paschall, Melinda Pinkston,
three different facilities in Barbara Todd, Rita Gibson,
Murray and at the University on Dickie Nesbitt, Ken Orr BranThursday, Oct. 28th. Each stop don, Allen Coles, Kenneth White,
on the tour was designed to show Barry BraBoy, Theresa Dover,
the students different steps in Betty Todd, Greg Byars, Clara
today's two major types of Adams,Bobby Raspberry, Monty
printing—offset and letter press. Wilson, Teesa Erwin, Kenneth
First stop for the students was Colley, Dwayne Martin, Lance
'he Graphic Arts Department of Hooks, Teresa Gibson, Charles
vlurray State University. There Enoch and Jody Williams.
Prof. Gene Bailey, head of the Seventh Graders were: Cathy
Dept. and his students demon- Williams, Susan Adams, Jeff
strated for the group various Cooper, Rhoda Thompson,
presses involved in offset and Dwayne Barrow, Sandra Irvin,
letter press printing. The Hazel Teressa Carraway, Charlotte
students were able to tour the Renee Lyles, Angie Jackson, Rita
dark room facilities of the Barrow, Robert Ordiway, Hugh
department, which are a vital Alton, Pam Dick, Randy Overpart of offset printing. Before cast, Roger Dale Chrisman,
leaving the Applied Science Rodney Adams, Rhonda Stone,
Facilities, Prof. Bailey todk the Walter Proctor, Sheila Moore,
students through the Industrial Jerrilyn White, Lois Wilkins,
Ricky Todd, Vicki Warren, Kevin
Arts section of the building.
Keith Colley, Bryan
Barrett,
took
tour
of
the
stop
second
The
Erwin, Tim Bailey,
Terri
Scott,
the
the students to the offices of
Murray State News in Wilson Kevin Wilson, Cheryl Holsapple,
Hall. Here the students saw the Steve Crabtree, Rita Wofford,
final stages of a university Joanie Shelton, Vickie Carraway
nievspaper being "put-to-press". and Steve Hutson.
Teachers accompaning the
Prof. Edgar P. Trotter and
were: Mrs. Kay Adams,
students
journalism
several of his
Mrs.
students demonstrated the Eighth Grade teacher and
Grade
various stages of their offset Jane Cothran, Seventh
teacher, and student teacher,
procedure.
The last stop of the tour was at Doris Steeley.
the office of the Murray
Democrat where the students
saw a newspaper being produced
by letter press or "hot lead". The harvesting,each acre of corn now
students were also able to see the yields three times as much as it
Associated Press wire service. did 30 years ago,
Eighth graders on the tour

I.
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SLACKS
.100% Nylons
•100% Polyesters
•Dacron/Cottons
*Stripes .Solids
*Prints •Sizes 8-18

•Suedes
.Furs
•Vinyls
•Corduroys
•Nylon Shells

488
to $ 1 588
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Burglar Regrets
Success Of Plan

Davis Infant Dies
From Crib Death

88 Year Old
Murray Man
Passes Away

By United Press ftternat1o,j gunman in a battle in the Unity
I Continued from Page
LOS ANGELES (UPI—Er- The death of James Thomas
Don Whitehead of Knoxville, PARIS—The United States Flats Roman Catholio housing
Tenn., a two-time Pulitzer Prize today accused North Vietnam development near central Bel- nest Delgado, 30, a suspected Davis, two weeks old son of Mr.
winner and columnist for the A refusing to allow American fast. Meanwhile more than burglar, entered an apartment and Mrs. Ronald Davis of
Knoxville News-Sentinel, will be prisoners of war to write to 1,000 soldiers swept through house and went down the halls Chicago, Ill., on Saturday at his
Claude Rowland of Murray
By United Press International the featured speaker at the their families as the 135th Roman Catholic
areas of early Wednesday trying doors home, has been attributed to a
Route Eight was claimed by
investiga- banquet in the student union session of the Paris peace talks Belfast and Londonderry in an to find one that would open,
HOUSTON—Police
"Federal excise taxes on new
"crib death", rather than suf- death Wednesday at seven p.m.
is
trucks totaled $639 million in 1970 tor James L. Turner, who
ballroom for former members of got underway. U.S. Ambassador effort to ferret out weapons and police said.
focation, as first announced by
a
discovery
of
the
into
William
J.
Porter
checking
said
He twisted a number of the office of the Cook County at the Tuberculosis Hospital at
only 170 gunmen.
with an additional $85 million
the Murray State News and The
letters from prisoners held in
doorknobs before he found one coroner's office in information Madisonville. He was 88 years of
provided by excise taxes on truck woman's body allegedly taken Shield, the school yearbook.
a
from
mother
her
Noith
Vietnam
by
late
had
been
the
unlocked, authorities reported. released to the Max Churchill age.
of
brother
Whitehead, a
pans and accessories.
JAKARTA (UPI)—Treasury
The Murray man was a retired
Louisiana mausoleum and Kyle Whitehead, the first jour- received during the last six
But he immediately regretted Funeral Home, Murray.
Connally
John
B.
carpenter and a member of the
Houston nalism teacher at Murray State, months and warned that such Secretary
his
success.
"Trucks and buses represented placed in a vacant
Further information received
arrived in Jakarta today to
United Methodist Church.
The
door
was
to
the from the coroner's office was First
was an Associated Press was conduct could hurt the North begin a five-day visit to
8 percent of the vehicles traveling house:
born October 11, 1883, in
He
was
I've
case
weirdest
the
"It's
War
Vietnamese
cause.
apartment of musician Michael received by the family on
correspondent during World
major U.S. toll roads in 1970,
Indonesia.
Calloway County and his parents
West,
30,
who
told
police
he
had
while contributing 27 percent of ever seen. The $64 question is 11 and wrote the book entitled
Texas Democrat and his
Wednesday.
were the late Lemuel Washington
how the body got from there "The FBI Story."
WASHINGTON—A two-week- The
been unable to sleep and was
the toll revenue.
The graveside rites for the Rowland and Mary Tina Apwife were greeted at KeinajorLouisiana to Houston to the
old
effort
to
get
House
Murray
playing
dice with his wife in the baby were held Monday at two
approval
The second annual
an Airport by U.S. Ambassador
house."
higher
parolor—with a pistol close at p.m. at the Elm Grove Cemetery person Rowland.
"Exports of H.S. trucks and front room of that
State Alumni Golf Tournament for a $23 billion
Francis
Galbraith
J.
Mrs.
and
three
Survivors include
WASHINGTON—Senator Gay- will begin at noon Friday at the education bill is expected to
hand.
buses set a new record of $636
in Calloway County with Rev. iaughters, Mrs. Rudy (Ruth)
D-Wis., explaining Calloway County Country Club. face tough opposition today and Indonesian Finance MinisNelson,
lord
West
grazed Delgado's head
million.
Max Holland of Monroe, La., Mrs.
why he will introduce legisla- Bob Brown of Murray, class of over the issue of busing school ter Ali Wardana, among other with a bullet and chased him L.M. Mayer officiating. The
was
in Audell Covington and Mrs.
Churchill
Funeral
Home
dignitaries.
govern1940, is the defending champion children to achieve integration. U.S. spoketmen said Connal- down the hall, beating him on charge of the arrangements.
"World truck and bus tion under which the
industry,
instead
of
ment,
Evelyn Moudy, both of Tuscon.
The
bill
would
graduates
revamp
and
registrations reached a record
in the 18-hole event for
former governor of Texas, the head with the pistol butt, The baby is survived by his Arizona; two stepdaughters,
safety
extend for five years programs ly, a
authorities
said.
52.3 million with 19.1 million, or would test new drugs for
and former students.
parents and one brother, Ronald
was slightly ill from the effects
of aid to college students and
The
chase
and
36 percent, registered in United and effectiveness:
beating Lynn Davis, of Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. Relmon (Adeline) Wilson of
of his Asian tour and was
inevitable
is
an
-There
create
for
the
first
with
second
time
a canceling several appointments continued into the apartment grandparents, Mrs. Lorene Niurray Route Eight and Mrs.
States: Japan ranks
program of direct federal aid to
parking lot where Delgado fled Davis of Highland Park, Mich., Buena Rose, 1302 Poplar Street,
8.8 million followed by the tendency—no matter how conwith Indonesian leaders this
scientious the firm—to emphaprivate and public colleges.
back into the building and and Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Murray; one son, James
U.S.S.R. with 4.1 million."
afternoon.
size the positive and dejumped
into
an
elevator, Richardson of Chicago,Ill.; great Rowland of Albion, Mich.; one
(Continued from Page 1)
emphasize the negative. Many
stepson, Rev. Uoyd Wilson of
SAIGON—The United States
eluding West, police said.
grandmothers, Mrs. Willie Murray Route Two.
people they engage to do
military
command
in
the
South
D;lgado
Worneniof
got
off
at
the
third
answered
Rehnquist
alloway
Again
Holsapple of Murray and Mrs.
their testing are equally .anxMr. Rowland is also survived
floor—and there was West, Margie Mayer of Benton.
"Probably not." He said his Vietnam today released figures
(Continued from Page 1
secure
additional
ious
to
Mrs. Kenton
by one sister,
pistol poised. The beating
children attended integrated showing that two Americans
contracts for drug testing."
only three offices in the resumed until Delgado no
South 12th
In
(Virginia)
Woodall,
died
in
Vietnam
action
last
son
Virginia,
that
his
schools in
constitutional posts; did the longer could resist.
Street, Mu'— ", one half sister,
played on a football team with week, the lowest total since
LOS ANGELES—Ernest DelDemocrats fail to win by at least As he was led into a - patrol
Mrs. Ralph (Maupie Nell) Evans
blacks, and that he was glad he President Lyndon B. Johnson
gado, a suspected burglar after
100,000 votes.
of
Almo Route One; five
sent
the
U.S.
Marines
into
car
that
took
him
to
the
jail
did.
With 20 precincts out, the final ward of County-USC Medical
brothers, Harry, Reuben, and
The Women Golfers of the he was severely beaten by a 30combat there in 1965. However,
Bernard Rowland, all of Almo,
Calloway County Country Club year-old musician, whose apart- "But this is in the context of a U.S. spokesman acknow- unofficial figures for con- Center for treatment of his
Ozine York of Benton, father of
held a pot-luck awards dinner ment he allegedly had entered: neighborhood schools," he said, ledged that the low figure did stitutional offices were:
wounds, police said Delgado Louie York of Murray, died Edgar Rowland, South 12th
"I should have stayed in
recently
muttered: "I should have Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. at the Street, Murray, and Gatlin
adding he still had the "same not reflect actual losses and
Secretary of State—Democrat stayed in bed."
Rowland of Cash, Ark.; fifteen
Awards were presented to the bed"
reservations about transporting resulted from what they termed
Benton Municipal Hospital. He
Thelma Stovall 444,896,
Mrs.
grandchildren;
thirty-one great
following women golfers
"slow
processing"
of
battlefield
distances
to
students long
was 88 years of age.
.Republican Kenneth F. Harper
granchildren.
statistics.
attain racial balance."
The
deceased
was
a
retired
338,928; Attorney General— Wholesale Prices
The funeral has been scheduled
Match play - Championship
Earlier, Rehnquist testified in
farmer and a member of the
Democrat Ed W. Hancock
for Saturday at one p.m. at the
flight, Betty Jo Purdom, first,
WASHINGTON
—
Proponents
from
Sen.
reply to questions
Benton Church of Christ. He was
Frances Hulse, second. First
415,615, Republican Edwin Decline Slightly
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Edward M. Kennedy, 1)-Mass., of the foreign aid bill, dealt
born February 16, 1883, and his
Schroering
394,972;
Treasurer—
Funeral Home.
flight, Jean Beshear, first Sue
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
that he was distressed about what appeared to-be—a- Mortar
parents were the Late Robert Lee
Brown, second. Second flight,
Democrat Drexel' Davis 442,963, Wholesale • prices declined
Burial will be in the Temple
blow
by
the
House
last
Friday,
four
Kent
1970
death
of
the
York and Virginia Elizabeth
Hill Cemetery
Peggy Billington, first, Euldene
Republican Richard Vermillion slightly in October, the Labor
with
the
State University students and will hold a luncheon meeting
Johnson York.
Robinson, second. Third flight,
arrangements by the BlalockDepartment said today. It was
today in an attempt to effect a 335,919.
the
use
of
that
in
his
opinion
He
is
survived
by
his
wife,
Mrs.
After the final grass cutting of
State Auditor—Miss Mary the second consecutive month
Coleman Funeral Home where
Beverly Spann, first, Euvie Nell
compromise that would revive
Annie York of Benton; one
the season, it's a strong temp- force by the 'Ohio National
economic
friends
may call.
Mitchell, second.
Louise
Foust
445,1120,..Reptitilickl
of
decline
in
the
key
the
bill
which
is
scheduled
to.
Guard was both "Misguided
stepdaughter, Mrs. Solon Wyatt
Medal" pray-Championship tation to shave the lawn mower fir
expire in 11 days. There are J. 'Itobert Miller 326,943; indicator.
he
unwarranted."
But
and
of
Benton;
one
son,
Louie
York
flight, Carol Hibbard, first, the corner of the garage and
Superintendent of Public In- The government's wholesale
conceded he did not, as an Indications the Senate Foreign
of Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Veneta Sexton, second, Evelyn forget it until next spring.
struction—Democrat
Lyman V. price index of all commodities
Relations
Committee
may
conassistant attqrney general, inThomas Arant of Reidland and
Jones, third, low net, Frances According to Champion Spark
0.1
per
cent
for
Ginger
435,784,
Republican
Mrs.
dropped
tervene at higher levels in the tinue the program at a reduced
Mrs. Montle Lents of Centralia,
Hulse. First flight, Jean Beshear, Plug Company, you'll save
Jewel
Hamilton
329,058; October, following a 0.3 per
Department of Justice for level until next June.
Ill.; four brothers, Bob and Toy
yourself
possible
trouble
and
first, Sue Brown, second,
Agriculture Commissioner— cent decline in September —the
federal prosecution or the
York of Benton, Guy York of
Margaret Shuffett, third, low net, expense if you spend a few
BELFAST, Northern Ireland Democrat Wendell P. Butler only full months that President Lake City, and Clovis York of
to
John L. Buxton of Hazel died
grand
jury
calling
of
a
haus Orr. Second flight, Jackie minutes preparing the power
been
in
freeze
has
Republican
Ben
Aller
Nixon's
price
431,438,
—More than 1,000 Shish troops
investigate the deaths.
California; seventeen grand- Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
mower
for
its
winter's
hiberRansom, first, Reba Overby,
surrounded a square mile Burns 335,242; Clerk of the Cowl effect.
children; nineteen great grand- Murray-Calloway County
second, Frances Miller, third, nation.
The downward trend followed
Roman Catholic district of of Appeals—Democrat Mrs
Hospital. His death was due to a
children.
The following tips are offered:
low net, Norma Frank. Third
months
of
instraight
419,911,
Jones
Mills
nine
Belfast today
and
traded Frances
Funeral services ar ' Log held cerebral hemorrhage following
flight, Elisabeth Slusmeyer,first,
gunfire with snipers Soldiers Republican Douglas Mosely creases.
today at two p.m. at the chapel of an illness of one day.
Beverly Spann, second, Mary Jo 1. Make sure all the fuel is
Based on a 1967 average of
they killed at least one 332,935.
said
Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home,
Hinton, third, low net, Euva Nell drained from the gas tank, fuel
wholesale
index
now
Buxton,age 83, was stricken at
the
the
disappointment
to
100,
A
Benton, with Bro. L.E. Garner
lines and carburetor. To do this,
Mitchell.
He was born
Republican hopes was the can- stands at 114.4, which is 3.1 per and Bro. Kenneth Hoover of- his home.
By
United
Press
International
t., ew officers were elected for let the engine run at idle until all
December 13, 1887, and his
earlier.
than
a
year
Gov.
A.B.
higher
of
former
cent
didacy
Winter-like weather pushed
ficiating.
coming year. Golf chairman fuel is gone.
"Happy" Chandler who garnered Labor Department analysts Serving as pallbearers are parents were the late Thomas
its way into the Midwest today,
Ls Veneta Sexton, vice-chairman, 2. Remove the spark plug and
Buxton and Mary Crumbly
to
decline
the
slight
sending snow swirling over the NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks only 38,739 votes in the guber- credited
Allen McClain, Carl Jenkins.
Jones. Secretary- check its condition. If you've had
avelyn
Buxton. He and his sister and her
freeze.
the
later
effects
of
Chandler
the
natorial
race.
Great Lakes region.
Robert Goheen, Max Locker,
opened mixed in moderate
treasurers are Catherine Garrett a season's or more use out of the
said it was his final political Raw agricultural products, William Heath, and Woodrow family recently moved to Hazel
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.,
reporttrading
today.
plug, it is probably needs
and Nancy Haverstock.
from Detroit, Mich.
which are not subject to price Petway.
campaign.
stock
market
was
replacement.
With plugs of ed its first snowfall of the The
per
cent.
increased
0.7
that
controls,
hoped
Republicans
had
season
when two inches of snow expected to add to Wednesday's
Burial will be in the Provine Survivors are his sister, Mrs.
lesser usage, clean off any
Chandler's independent can- Processed foods and feeds, Cemetery in Marshall County. Walter Mills of Hazel, and three
deposits and file the electrodes so covered the ground Wednesday sharp rise which was the
price
subject
to
are
which
Ember-ton's
didacy would help
nieces, Mrs. Marion Wilson and
they are flat and have sharp night. One inch of snow fell at biggest since President Nixon
away controls, dropped 0.4 per cent
pulling
cause
by
Mrs. Virginia Ordway, both of
edges. Also, regap the plug to Sault St. Marie, Mich., and announced his sweeping new
Democratic voters that had voted for the month.
Hazel, and Mrs. Betty Guidash of
UNUSUAL SPECTACLE
manufacturer's specifications. scattered snow flurries were economic policy Sunday, Aug.
elected
he
was
when
him
TEL AVIV (UPI)—Passen- Detroit, Mich.
Federal State Market News Inspect the spark plug well for reported at several lower 15. The next day, the Dow for
LIMBS
Democrat in two SHAPELY
Jones industrial average rocket- Governor as a
Service November 4, 1971
MESA, Calif. UPI)— gers at the Lod International Funeral services will be held at
any debris.
And before re- Michigan locations.
COSTA
previous bids.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog installing the plug pour several Chicago recorded its first ed nearly 33 points.
The homecoming queen election Airport were treated to the the chapel of the, Miller Funeral
The American Party pr ed it
Market Report includes 10 buying teaspoonsful of oil into the freezing temperature of the On Wednesday, the Dow
will take place today at Golden unusual spectacle of a customs Home, Hazel, with Rev. James
was not a force in Kentucky
9tat ons
College, but Miss Starre official blowing a rams horn Baker officiating. The time and
cylinder. Then turn the engine season today when the mercury scored a gain of 14.60 to 842.58.
Gubernatorial can- West
(Shofar I in the main terminal. day of the funeral will be anReceipts. Act. 453 Est. 850 over a few times to distribute the dipped to 32 degrees at Midway Some analysts called it a politics.
Pine won't be on the ballot.
of
Smith
William
E.
The suspicious officer had nounced later.
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents higher oil on cylinder wall and piston. Airport. The average date for "technical bounce", which didate
three-man committee in
A
received only 7,509
Sows steady to 50 cents higher. 3. Remove and clean the air the first autumn freeze was could go a little further in the Princeton
the voting disquali- decided this was the best
of
charge
Burial will be in the Hazel
one per cent of
wake of recent sharp losses on votes—not evert
cleaner screen. If your mower Oct. 25.
Miss Pine, known for her method of testing whether the Cemetery with the arrangements
The party's other fied
vote.
horn
was
empty
or
contained
'Is 1-3 200-240 lbs.,
was
she
after
limbs,
has a steel mesh type of cleaner, The National Weather Service Wall Street. Others said they the
shapely
by the Miller Funeral Home of
candidates faired about the
smuggled items.
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 18.75-19.25
wash it out In solvent (not in Chicago said they received were not too hopeful of a
entered by the Ecology Club.
Hazel
where friends may call
several
"unofficial" reports of sustained market rise until same'
CS 1-2 Ai 230 lbs , 19.25-19.50
gasoline) and apply a fresh coat
US 2-4
240 lbs., 18.50-18.75
of oil. For the oil bath type snow flurries in the Chicago many of the uncertainties about
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 18.00-18.50
the mechanics of Phase Two
cleaner, pour out the old oil, clean area.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs, 17.50-18.00
the parts and put in new oil. In The first freezing tempera- are cleared up.
Sows
mowers with disposable paper tures of the season were One item which may give
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.50-16.50
filters,, you'll probably need a expected today in much of the investors a little more to cheer
OS 1-3 300-650 lbs., 15.00-15.50 new filter since this type is not southern Midwest and the Ohio about was an announcement by
Valley. The mercury was Chase Manhattan Bank before
VS 2-3 450-650 lbs., 14.00-15.99, few cleanable.
down to 13.50
4. Check V-belts for wear or expected to fall to the 40s as the market opened that it is
Boars mostly 12.00-14.00.
cracks. ( Inspect the underside as far south as northern Florida. reducing it prime interest rate
Skies were fair over the to 5,,,2 per cent from 534 per
well as the visible portion.)
remainder of the nation with cent. Chemical Bank followed
5.
Clean
the
muffler
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale,
thoroughly. Do so, by removing the exception of rain showers the move.
Wednesday, November 3, 1971
it and soaking the threads with along the East Coast and the
The Dow Jones industrial
Total Head 316
Pacific Northwest.
average was off 0.07 at 842.51
Compared to last week steady to penetrating oil. Tap out ex- High winds
plagued motorists minutes after the opening gong.
cessive accumulations of carbon.
$2.00 lower.
Then, after removing the carbon on Interstate 80 west of Advances topped declines,
buildup from the engine's Rawlins, Wyo. Authorities re- however, 176 to 45, among the
OS 1-2 36-45 lbs., 37.25
exhaust port, reattach the commended that trailers keep 310 issues crossing the tape.
US 1-2 46-55 lbs., 35.50
off the road because of wind
muffler.
Allied Chemical, trading exOS 1-2 56-69 lbs. 28.00-30.75
6. Check all nuts, bolts and gusts of 35 to 50 miles ,an hour. dividend, rose S to 281
/
4 in its
US 3 36-45 lbs.. 33.50
Early morning temperatures group. Du Pont was unchanged
connections for tightness.
VS 3 46-55 lbs., 31.75-32.23
7. Check the choke valve ranged from 15 at Evanston, at 146%.
'US 3 56-69 lbs., 27.25
operation.
When the throttle Wyo., to 79 at Key West, Fla. Among the oils, Jersey
US 3 70-89 lbs., 21.25
lever is in the start position, the
Standard added k* to 71%, and
US 4 36-45 lbs., 22.25
choke valve should be closed
Phillips tacked on kt to 28/
1
4.
JS 4 46-55 lbs., 22.00
completely.
Occidental rose LI tO 13%, with
VS 4 56-69 lbs., 20.00
8. Clean the cooling fins,
Pennzoil up
to
231
/
4, and
VS 4 70-89 lbs., 23.00
particularly with a two-cycle
Natomas % higher at 63%.
Boars 36-45 lbs, 27.00.
engine.
Superior Oil, however, lost a
9.
Apply a light coat of
full point to 155.
lubricants with an oil-soaked rag. NEW
YORK (UPI)—The In the steels, U.S. Steel
POST STOLEN
1
4, while
Ireland Then cover the machine and Chase Manhattan Bank Thurs- advanced % to 27/
CASTLEBIANEY,
store it in a dry, well-ventilated day announced a quarter point Armco picked up /
1
4 to 17/
1
4. ,
(UPI)—When British customs
'officiaLs arrived at Carnagh on area, Be sure to retard the slash in its prime lending rate, Chrysler was unchanged at 21
among the autos. American
the Northern Irish-Republic of throttle all the way to prevent effective immediately.
accidental starting.
The bank announced a cut to Motors also was steady at 75 .
Ireland border Wednesday they
5,1 per cent from 5% per cent. General Motors rose % to 801
/
4.
post
customs
ound
their
In making the announcement
THOMPSON TABBED
the bank said "the continued
had been towed away
; It
NEW
YORK (UPI —The
RAVLIC'H WITH BRUINS
downward trend in ?honey
"luring the night.
newly-created National Football market
rates over the past two BOSTON (UPI) —Matt Ray; A mobile trailer, valued at League Player Relations Assoweeks makes a further reduc- Itch, a journeyman defenseman,
'2,500 had been serving as the ciation named John Thompson
tion
in the prime appropriate to was obtained by the Boston
customs post since the per- its executive director. Thompkeep it in line with short term Bruins Wednesday on waivers
nanent post was blown up son, an athletic administrator
from the I,os Angeles Kings.
interest rates generally."
6aturday.
for more than 20 years, has The prime rate
Ravlich's previously played in
is
that
• Northern Ireland police asked been an assistant to National
charged the most creditworthy the National Hockey League
police in the Republic to help Football Conference president
customers. Other lending rates with the Chicago Black Hawks
locate the trailer
George Hales.
and Detroit Red Wings
are scaled from this level.
"Special State and Federal tax
revenues paid by truckers in 1970
increased by over $400 million to
a record $5.7 billion.

'

From The

News

Rehnquist...

Ford . . .

C
Golfers Hold
Aftv ards Dinner

Father ).ocal
Man Succumbs

Is Your Lawn
Mower Ready
For Storage?

John L Buxton
Dies Wednesday

Wintery Weather
Moves On Midwest

Stock Market

Purchase Area
Hog Market

For Special Convenience Use Our Drive-In Window

Chase Manhattan
Announces Slash
In Interest Rate

SAVING WITH US IS AS EASY AS DRIVING . . .

p

because our Drive-In Window lets you make Savings or Loan
Payments from your car! It's great for people in a hurry
especially convenient on rainy days.

i

Murray Branch
Federal Savings and Loan

Main at 7th Street - Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-7921
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TROUBLED STUDENTS

Schools probe reasons
for violence, seek curbs

Second of two article.
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service

As too often is the case with
major social problems, there is
considerable hand wringing
about school yard violence in
America, but not an appreciable amount of action to
achieve a solution.
Who LS to blame
Answers may be entirely different, especially if you talk to
the kids on the one hand and the
adults on the other.
You may get such radically
contrasting viewpoints as those
of the parent who thinks John
Dewey started all the trouble
with his philosophy of permissive, liberal education, and the
mother who believes the drug
pusher hovering outside the
school ground is the worst culprit of all.
To some extent, both may be
right. Neither
tor-.
rect, or so a sampling of attitudes in and out of educational
circles would seem to indicate.
One recent survey conducted
by Purdue University — "The
Climate of the High School" —
gave about 10,000 pupils in 50
states as well as the District of
Columbia a chance to rate their
faculty and schools on
academic and other matters.
Arline C. Erlick, Purdue
()pinion Panel editor, said they
found a "gap between what is
available and pupils' expectetPlits."
Also, more than half of those
polled said strikes, protests or
.vandalism -occurred at theirSchools last Year. Thirty per
cent said their high schools
were damaged.
'Low ratings were accorded
teachers for failure to use student suggestions on study and
Mirk habits.
Only about one-third of the
youths say they believe student
government is representative
of all students.
Some teachers, indeed, have
been blamed for unrest because they have espoused use
of marijuana or advocated
radical causes.
There is no unanimity of
opinion among teachers on
whether school ground vandalism and violence have increased. But any teacher or official who has been the target of
an attack knows well that
rowdies, whether boys or girls,
can be very difficult. Junior
high school Vice Principal
Walter Romanowski was
shoved and threatened by a
nonstudent after ordering the
youth off the grounds.
"I was not really hurt, but I
was scared to death," the San
Diego administrator said. "We
don't have any problems with

Ek

Extension
Staffers
Get Awards

our own kids, but I would say
ATLANTIC CITY, NJ.—TWO
about 60 per cent white stuthe problem of intruders is on
dents in 1967 and 25 per cent Kentucky Extension workers
the increase."
black. The ratio as of 1971 has received national recs,gnition fur
That problem of the outsider
been reversed. Mrs. Heyer said their service to Kentucky youth
causing trouble on campus is
an "integrated educational ex- here Wednesday during the
one of the most serious faced by
perience" is much superior to annual conference of the National
any urban school official, ad- all-black, or all-white,
suggest- Association of Extension 4+11
ministrators across the land, ing no ethnic group have better Agents ( NAEA).
including District Superinten- than a 60-40 majority.
Receiving NAEA Distinguished
dent Norman Schachter of Los
Some schools are faced with Service Awards were Fred
Angeles, agree.
the choice of either paying spe- Brockman, Lexington, who is
Los Angeles, Chicago and
cial security guards — if they state Extension specialist in 4+H
other big cities have prepared
have not done so already — or
security manuals to provide facing wholesale resignations programs, and Graham Wilkins,
Mayfield, who retired this year
guidelines for school ground
by teachers who cannot control as Graves County Extension
problems.
young vandals.
agent for 4+H. Wilkins also
The Chicago directive states
The school educators need to
that only about 1 per cent of the know more about how to main- received a 25-year service award
Both
during the conference.
student body causes most of the tain discipline.
disturbances. But to cope with
A $500,000 U.S. Office of Edu- Brockman and Wilkins are
the youngsters who do create cation program has been given members of the Cooperative
trouble, every school official is the University of Michigan's Extension Service staff of the
given a detailed example of National Faculty on School University of Kentucky College of
what his responsibilities are in Crisis and Change to train ad- Agriculture.
the event of trouble, whether ministrators in "conflict resoFred Brockman
fire, violence or any other 4- lution."
Whatever you call it, the
legal act.
One procttclure used to sepa- school administrators know the
Fred Brockman, a aative of
rate the outsiders from the stu- old concept of classroom disci- Sand Gap in Jackson County, has
dents and authorized visitors is pline is not working.
spent over 24 years working with
If there is to be a solution, it Kentucky youth programs.
to provide for student identification cards, and in the case of must come as part of a comAs state 4+H program
Chicago, supply lapel labels for munity effort, San Diego Coun- specialist, he has helped expand
ty Juvenile Court Judge Rich- Kentucky's 4+H programs to
visitors.
If that sounds like unneces- ard Vaughn believes. The prob- meet the interests and needs of
sarily harsh regimentation, de- lem cannot be hidden under the all youth, providing leadership in
priving the student of the free- rug, or beyond the school yard developing age-graded project
dom of movement associated gates, for a principal or juveliterature and in increasing the
with schools in the past, one has nile officer to resolve.
Judge Vaughn is one of those number of 4+H project areas
to take into consideration the
who believes in discipline. He is available to youth. Brockman
magnitude of the problem.
"The cases of violence used appalled by rowdy behavior in has also organized interested
professional people into statt.
to be few and far between," his courtroom.
But he does not believe there committees to help direct
Chicago Teachers Union President John E. Desmond said re- is any solution in sight to the specific 4+H projects and
•
delinquency problem witil the programs.
Staiting'Extension work in 1947
"But today the teacher's adult community looks over the
position is almost as hazardous school yard wall and identifies as an assistant county agent in
as that of the policemen on the the boys and girls as human be- Harlan County, Brockman
ings rather than statistics.
street."
moved to Estill County the next
The conflicts between stuyear and served as county agent
dents of different racial and Current Retirements
there for six years. He was also
ethnic backgrounds have inan area agent at Berea and at
creased in recent years, just as Not Affected By Freeze
Campbellsville before assuming
have the attacks on teachers
Louisville, Ky. —"It was never his present position in 1957.
and administrators. Whether intended
that the President's Brockman has both his BS and
black vs. white, black vs. Mexiwage-price-rent freeze work a MS degrees from the University
can-American or any other
of Kentucky and is a member of
combination, there have been hardship on those in the process
Epsilon Sigma Phi, Extension
of
retiring
or
contemplating
increasing
incidents
of
honorary. He has also served as
polarization — "fragmenta- retirement at this time," George
tion" is the word used by Wil- A. Lincoln, Director of the Office a director of the Kentucky
of
County
son Riles, California state su- of Emergency Preparedness Association
Agricultural Agents and of the
perintendent of ppblic instruc- stated today.
"Special attention was given to Kentucky Extension Specialists'
tion — among racial groups.
Add that to the fragmented this facet of the wage-price freeze Association, has been active in
teacher-pupil-parent relation- by the President's Cost of Living the Kentucky Association of
ship and you have the ingredi- Council," Lincoln added. "In our Extension 4+H Agents, and has
ents for more trouble in the OEP Circular 17, published received several other awards
long, cold winter.
September 30, 1971, we an- for his service to Kentucky
One school where there has nounced that no employee through Extension work.
been racial difficulty is O'Far- retiring during the freeze shall be
rell Junior High School in San prejudiced by the occurrence of
Graham Wilkins
Diego. And one factor, says the freeze."
During his 30 years of Ex- .
Mrs. Roberta Heyer, a school
All the fringe benefits that a tension work, Graham Wilkins
patron, is racial imbalance. retiree had earned and was
has shown a keen interest in
"Due to circumstances beyond anticipating
for retirement, like young people and in developing
our control, the school is rapidpay for unused vacation time, are new 4+H programs to reach '
ly becoming racially segre- included in the computation for more youth. New
camping
gated," she said.
both his pension and any lump areas and facilities, - Teen
For example, there were sum settlement on retirement. Leader Forums," forestry
a
conservation activities, a
exchange events are amon the
programs developed under his
leadership.
And, in Graves County, where
he was 9+H agent from 1954 until
his recent retirement. Wilkins
brought 4+11 into other youth
programming, working with the county school system to organize
teen leader clubs. His personal
interest in photography and
woodworking also gave special
encouragement to projects in
these areas.
A graduate of the University of
Kentucky who has done postgraduate work at Colorado State
University, Wilkins also was a
member of the Extension staff in
Marshall and Webster Counties
before moving to Graves County
He is a native of Fulton.
Wilkins has been active in both
the state Association of (:ounty
and
Agents
Agricultural
Association of Extension 4 Fl
Agents and has received the
Epsilon Sigma Phi 25-year service award. He is also active in
his community, especially in his
church where he has served on
many committees and as Sunday
School superintendent.

IinditiisyNDs

of Fine Quality

SCHWEPPES .RETAKES
SCHWUNG
TEL AVIV (UPI) — The
Schweppes Drinks Company
has gone to court because the
state radio has taken the
"Schwung" out of their advertsing.
Schwung is Yiddish for zip
and the Schweppes company
jingle for radio advertising was
"Take Schwung — Take
Schweppes."
Radio officials objected to the
word "schwung" but a publicity
(firm for Schweppes said "much
money and effort had been
spent on this slogan" and by
refusing it, the radio officials
were ruining the Schweppes
promotion campaign.
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GREEN ACRES MOBILE HOMES

oitak/tivre4
AND

SHOWING OF NEW1972 MODELS
OF MOBILE HOMES.
THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOV. 5th & 6th.

OPEN TILL 10
50
Gas
Homes
or
To
Total
Choose
Elect&
Fro m
.„,
/

O'CLOCK EA. NIGHT

See The
New
Bachelor III
With 9 Ft.
Ceiling

eeeT
N whe
mproved
Winston

OUR —LARGE —SELECTION

SEE

OF

CRITERION HOMES
BUILT IN GREENFIELD TENN

FEATURING 12 WIDES & 24 WIDES
Other Nationally Known Brands Include:
Fleetwood, Holiday, Lakehurst, Basset-House,
Green Villa, Stardust, Phoenix & Holloway.

SPECIAL! THIS WEEK.

60X 1 22
FEATURING

WINsToN

TOTAL ELECTRI1

BR

/
1
4" BIRCH PANELING PLUMBED FOR

WASHER, SHAG CARPET, EYE-LEVEL RANGE, VELVET
HEADBOARDS AND MANY OTHER FEATURES

ALL FOR

4752.00

FREE DELIVERY 8 SET-UP, FREE PLUMBING FREE STEPS
ON ALL MODELS.
6 SLIGHTLY DAMAGED HOMES IN STOCK, WITH PRICES REDUCED
AS MUCH AS $1000.00.

WE FEATURE

VON I/VII 1111111111
IA

BETTER- HOMES
AT
LOWER - PRICES.
COME AND SEE.
LAKE HWY. 79E
PARIS, TENN.
SEE — JIM CALDWELL or
RAY GUSTAFSON
FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN.
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Thursday Evening*
CH.
WSIL
5:3L News
11:00' Cactus Pete
6:25 Weather
630 Wane
7-00 Alias S
a 00 Longstreet
9 00 Marshall
10 00 Weather
10 30 Cavett
2.00 News

..

CH.4
WSM
5)30 News
6.00 News
130 Primus
7:00 F. Wilson
8:00 Nichols
9:00 D. Martin
10 00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 5
WLAC
5:2S News
6:00 News
6:30 Tell Truth
7.00 Bearcats
1 - 00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

Cs.'
WPSD

CH.
WSI X
5.30 News
6:00 Andy Grif
6.30 Goldcloggers
7.00 Alias S&J
8.00 Longstreet
9,00 Marshall
10:00 Takes Thi
11:00 News
11:30 CAvett

5:30 News
600 News
6:30 Accent
7 00 Wilson
8.00 Jim
9,00 Martin
10:00 News
10: 30 Tonight

CPI 12
KFVS
5:30 News
5.45 Scoreboard
5 SO Weather
6 00 News
6 30 Primus
7 00 Bearcats
8.00 Moyle
10 00 NewS
10 30 Griffin
1 2 00 hiewl

LEDGER &

LIMES -

CH 29
WDXR
5:30 Munster%
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7.30 Theater
9 40 News
V 53 Harvey
10 00 Creel
i0 30 Movie
)2 00 Sports

•
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *

CH 4
CH. 3
WSM
WSIL
8.10 lalanne
é:00 Mor Show
9:00 The HOW'
7:00 Today
10:30 Thal Girl 9:00 Dinah
11:00 Bewitched 9:30 Concen .
11:30 Password H000 Sale-Cen
77.00 MY Child. 10:30 Squares
12 30 Make-Deal MOO Jeopardy
i 00 Newlyweds 11:30 www
12:00 Noon
1.30 Dating
1:00 Our Lives
2:00 Gen Hosp
1:30 Doctors
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
2:00 An World
2:30 Promise
3:30 Matinee
3:00 Somerset
5:00 Hugh X.
3:30 Virginian
5:30 News
,5:00 Mayberry
6:00 Cactus
6:25 Wea.-Spts
6:25 Weather
5:30 News
6:30 Anderson
7:00 Brady's
6:00 News
7:30 Patridge
6:30 Mayberry
8:00 Room 222
7:000. A.
8:30 04c1CouP19 7:30 Movie
9:00 Love Am. 9:30 Monty Nash
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:10 Cavell
10,30 Tonight
12:00 Movie
1:00 News

CH. 5
WLAC
:45 Journal
6:00 News
AM
6:30 N'Ville
Korn.
7:55 Kitc,
800 Kangaroo
9:00 Tell-Truth
9.30 T or C
Affair
10:00 Fam
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Heart Is
11:30 Search
12:00 Singing Con,
12 25 News
12 30 World Turns
1: 00 Love Is
1 - 30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2.30 Edge of Night
Pyle
3 00 Gomer
3 30 Gilligan
4.00 Movie
5:25 News
6100
News
-Truth
:30 Tell
7:30 O'Hara
8:30 Movie
10,00 News
10:30 Mason
11730 Movie

CH. 12
CH 8
KFVS
WSIX
Seim
Sun.
5:45
6:30 McCoys
615 Break. Show
700 Bozo
7:00 News
,8:30 Romper
8:00 Kangaroo
19:00 Lucy
Lucy
9:00
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 mow Game 9:30 Hillbillies
Fam. Affair
10:00
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched 10:10 Love-Life
11:00 where Near,
11:30 Flipper
11:25 NewS
12:00 My Child
12:30 Make-Gtai 11:30 Search
• P.C.
1:00 Newlyweds 12:00 Farm
12:05 News
1:30 Dating
12:20 Weather
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
12:30 World Turns
230 One Life
Many
1:00 Loy.
3:00 Password
1:30 Guiding Light
3:30 Love Am.
Storm
200 Sec.
4:00 Jeannie
4:30 Green Acres 2:30 Edge-Night
3:00 Lassie
5:00 News
4:00 Virginian
5:30 News
5:30 News
Grif
6:00 Andy
5:45 Scoreboard
6:30 Your Life
5:50 Weather
7:00 Brady's
News
6:00
7:30 Partridge
800 Room 222
8:30 Sports
8:30 Odd Couple 7:00 Teddy Bears
7:30 O'Hara
9,00 Love Am.
10:00 Takes Thief 830 Movie
10:00 News
11:00 News
ll!lit MOrte '
I0 • 3° 4°
°
"
12 10 News
-

CH 6
wPSD
7 00 Today
9 00 Dinah
9.30 Conceal.
10:00 Sale Cen
70 30 Squares
11 00 Jeopardy
11.30 W -W -W
11:55 News
12:00 News
12:15 Pastor
12:30 Romp. Rm
12:55 Calendar
1:00 Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Popeye
4:00 Gilligan
4:10 Dan Boone
5:30 News
19:00 News
6:30 Gr. Acres
7:00 D. A.
7:30 Movie
9:30 Felony Sq
10:00 News
10-30 Tonight

SOMETIMES, liNEN A PERSON
ASKS ANOTHER PERSON TO DO
A FAVOR, HE DOES IT SO THE
OTHER PER5ON CAN BE MADE TiD
FEEL WOO fill WINS A FAO...

DEVIL, THAT WAS A
CLOSE ONE-- THEY
GOT OUT,
EXCEPT
THEIR
B055-BIG V--

HIS lilltrEFCASE
HE WAS TRYING
TO GET AWAY
WITH IT WHAT'S
?
IN

THEY SHOULD HAVE
BOUGHT SOME WITH
A MORE PLEASANT

THE CITY HAS
INSTALLED NEW
PAR K I-NG•

EXPRESSION

METERS

TI-LAT*WO

CIllt$111411ER
IS FAULTY,
LIKE
ILVIUt4/7141146
WE MAKE•

Janssen In
New Show
As 1-Man

1

CM. 79
VIOXR
10:08 Movie
1):46 People,
11:50•Swing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 On A Match
1:00 Movie
2:57 News
3:00 Movie Game
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Now Expl.
3:30 NFL Football
5:57 News
COO Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
V.,..ii
10:00 Creat
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

THEREFORE, IF THAT OTHER
PERSON KNOWS HE 15 BEING
HELPED 1JFEEl. 6000,1-iE SHOULD
DO THE FAYOR FOR THAT Pf-RSON SO
HE ALSO WILL 15E MADE TO FEEL 600P

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-David
Janssen spent four successful
years fleeing the clutches of the
law in his defunct "Fugitive"
series, but now he's doing the
chasing in a new television
show as a T-rnan.
As a suspected felon Jenssen
won the support of those
viewers who dseer for the fox
in a fox-hunt or cry for the bull
at a bullfight.
1.,
was
Jenssen
After all,
innocent.
MRS. EDGAR D. FARRIS
Whether he will garner as great
Ed.Note: The following article
a following, as do Raymond Burr
appeared in the Herald Express,
and Mike Connors. Individually
Wildwood, Florida. It concerns
or in concert these three
television-spawned stars could
Rev. and Mrs. Edgar D. Farris
County
Calloway
former
play bird-watchers or the Deity
residents. Rev. Farris is the son
and still place in Nielsen's top
ten.
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Primary Concern
Farris of Browns Grove and has
By DEAN C. MILLER
11,000 non-student university been pastor of several churches
Janssen doesn't tank so: "I
UPI
Business
Editor
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FOR SALE

*****************fr
*
*
CAESAR'S
*
1 302 Chestnut

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase.
Lonardo
Piano
Company, across from Post
Office, Paris, Tennessee.
N5C

•ONE FLU POUND
)t
CHAR-BROILED
*(complete Steak Dinner with potato,
* salad, drink and our homemade bread)$269*
_
* Fri., Sat., Sun.,
*
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WITH THIS
****************
4
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18 H.P. EVINRUDE outboard TWO BEDROOM 10'x50' mobile
boat motor. Phone 436-5847 after home, 1960 model, Van Dyke.
N4C Phone 436-5557.
5:00p.m.
N6C
SHOW CASE, a real antique.
About seven feet long, glass all
around the fnant, sides and top.
Closed in back with sliding
WOoden doors. Best offer. See at
Ledger and Times. Also have
four modern display islands
made of metal in green abd white
with adjustable shelves. N3ONC

MARLIN .22 semi-automatic
rifle. Phone 753-9044 after 3:00
N6P
p.m.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALEI

CTUT OF SHAPE or overweight?
For the easy way to lose inches or
pounds fast, call
SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962.
N11NC
Weight loss guaranteed
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AUCTION SALE

*

AUCTION SALE

BIG*

ANTIQUE AUCTION SALE
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6
10 a.m. at Henry Auction House

Do Your Christmas Shopping
for 1971

in Henry, Tennessee (Next Door to Postoffice)
All Kinds of Walnut and Maple Top Furniture,
Glass and China, Ice Cream Table and Chairs.

with your

PENNYRICH BRA

•
4 Bedroom, Combination Brick 81 Aluminum siding. Large
den with fireplace, 2 baths, carpet throughout, airconditioned. Extra large shady lot. 4 Mi. south of Murray.
Will trade for City property. Contact:

REPRESENTATIVE
Your Representative will have all your
needs including bra, panty, hose,
sleep bras, and bikini pants, lingerie.

This Will Be An All Day Sale
SHORTY McBRIDE
AUCTIONEER 247
•

Wilson Ins. & Real Estate

HELP, WANTED
AUCTION SALE': Seto 4.-0,
November 6th 10:00 a.m. at old
ENGLISH SETTER puppies, 6
WANTED: PART time or full
753-3263
Ft. Heiman Battle Field.
weeks old. $20.00 and $25.00. each.
time; L.P.N. or R.N. to work 3 to
largest
the
offer
will
Caretaker
OF
MEMBER
MULTIPLE LISTING
N6P
Phone 753-7585.
group of the finest old walnut, 11 shift or 11 to 3 shift Salary
Wayne Wilson
Bill Adams
cherry, and oak furniture, ever excellent, fringe benefits. Call or
KINGSTON BASS guitar and
sold in this section, such as beds, write: Mrs. Nancy Scott, R.N.,
753-5086
753-5657
amplifier. Good condition. Call
tables, dressers, washstands, Director of Nursing, Mayfield
N6P
blanket chests, dining room Hospital, Inc. 203 East North St.,
175 MASSY FERGUSON Diesel 437-4493.
CONSULTANT
BRAWNY-2 SMALL FARM: good location; suites, one of the finest 8 chair Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone 1-247AND
BIG
Tractor, 4 plows, 10' disk and 6'
CREOSOTED POLES for pole
N6C
colonial, 4 business or future investment. suites imaginable) wine presses, ..5320.
brick
story
13ushhog. See W. B. Kilcoyne, 6
Phone 753-4472
barn construction, utility poles
2 baths, living One mile East Murray, ap- wardrobes, claw foot china
/
bedrooms, 21
miles west of Mayfield or call 623and boat docks. Murray Lumber
oom, dining room,... kitchen proxiinately 10 acres pasture. cabinet (carved wood, curved AVON MAKES CHRISTMAS
N5P
8203.
Co., Maple Street, Murray,,MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low.
completely built in, large den Hog wire fencing, stables, water glasses and mirror) pieces that MERRIER. You'll have money
FOR RENT
1TC
Kentucky.
with fireplace on an acre lot. Cozy older 7 room house, modern. are supposed to have claw feet for all the gifts you want to give;
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent
COUCH, STRATFORD by
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wall. Perfect home for large family - For appointment call 436have them.
you'll sell guaranteed products
Futorian, old gold, like new, 88" AKAL 4 track, M4, stereo tape claim service. When you see Me to wall carpet with central heat
perfect for you ACT NOW!
TFC The small things are spool from Avon. Be an
Avon
2173.
long. 2 matching pillows. Phone recorder with microphones don't think of Insurance, but'and air. $110.00 per month. P
There's a kind of hush. .all
-'cabinets, hall tree 3 organ stools Representative,. It's Fun, it's
when you think of Insurance see
N5NC
753-8941.
$125.-Baby bed with mattress me Harding Galloway, Galloway 753-7850.
over thismeighborhood. Secluded 32 ACRE. FARM; nice level round top trunks, ice boxes, convenient, it's profitable Call
-and - bumper-pad (like new) Insurance and Real Estate
yet convenient to schools and tendable land. 5 room house with primitive cupboards, chests, now after 7 )m. Collect 365-9424
UNFLTRNISHED TWO bedrooni shopping. Winds rustle and birds
622.50-Playpen (also like new ) Agency. Phone 753-5842.
bath. Good well. Water and bins, presses and other pieces. or write Mrs. Janet Kunick,
D2C
Road.
Farm
FRIDAY ONLY
College
duplex, 1601
$10.00. Two old barrels, antique
sing in the many trees. 3 bedroom electricity run to the barn. Good Lamps iTiffinyi miniature, Manager Rt. 2 Box 136A Prinsewing machine, old rocker. Call cucr•RoLux SALES & Set $75.00 per month. $50.00 deposit. brick, covered patio planned for location. If interested phone 435- table and
N6C
swinging, oil and ceton, Ky.
ASSORTED TRIMS
NI1C privacy. Better Hurry!
N6P vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Phone 753-5792.
436-2285.
N5C electric the most beautiful you
4981.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarQuiet elegance, quietly for
can find, old dishes, press glass, WANTED: CAR Hostess. Apply
10' yd
IF CARPETS look dull and drear, mington, Kentucky.
TFC FIVE ROOM unfurnished house sale, no sign on property, custom
copper and brass items. Sugar in person to K-N Root Beer, 4th
AUTOS FOR SALE
spots as they appear with
remove
Good
garage. 3 bedroom, den and living room
on Sycamore.
,'bucket, very old tools, bottles, and Sycamore. No phone calls
Fashion Costs Less
GARAGE
SALE:
truck
camper,
Blue Lustre. Rent new electric
Phone 753-5244 after 5:00
each with fireplace, 3 baths and 1967 JAGUAR IUCE Roadster. Indian rocks, battlefield pickups, please.
N4C
When You Sew With fine
shampooer $1. Western Auto, men's, ladies and girl's clothes, p.m.
N4P playroom. Beautiful wooded lot. One owner car. Well cared for. and muzzell loading guns.
Fabrics from
Home of "The wishing Well".N6C all sizes. Coats, assorted furCheck with us for this beauty. Excellent condition. If interested We invite you to be with us, will WANTED: MALE, married, age
utensils, TWO BEDROOM duplex, central
cooking
niture,
FAB-N-TRIM
White glove inspection is no see at McClard's Shell Service be looking for you. Take highway 25-35.
Qualifications, must be
drapes,
cots,
TWO PONIES, one four years glassware, army
heat and air, fully carpeted, problem with this 3 bedroom Station, corner 6th and Main. N5C 121 out of Murray, through New
North Side Court Square
able to drive a truck. Full time
old, and one ten months old. Will carpet and antique items in- outlets for washer and dryer. home on Broad St. Carpeted
Concord to Mt. Cannel Church .job. Apply in person to Lynn
sell both& for 830.00. Phone 753- cluding kitchen cabinet. Many Available December 15. Phone throughout, attractive kitchen 1964 MERCURY CALIENTE V8, and follow signs.
Grove Egg company, Lynn
and
Thursday,
items.
N6C other
753-9741.
'BOY'S CLOTHES, size 12. Good 8006.
with large eating area, private buckets, four speed, air- Food and drinks served and Grove, Kentucky, No phone
calls
Friday, November 4 & 5, located
condition, priced reasonable.
dusting!
den. Move in without
conditioned. $800.00 or best offer. *rounds surrounded by the please.
NBC
MAGNUM
white
first
PISTOL.
Street,
Phone
16th
South
on
7
4
N5P
753-2565.
TWO BEDROOM apartment for
'Phone
26 acres, good highway fron- Good shape.Phone 753-8834. NBC beautiful Kentucky Lake.
753-9381 after 5:00 p.m.
N5C trailer on private lot just South of boys or 4 girls. Water furnished. tage. Located close to Kenlake.
Douglas Shoemaker in charge
the Assembly Church of God. Air-conditioned. Available now. $12,800.
offee
N5C FULL TIME DAY waitress.
1967 FORD LTD two door hardtop of sale.
EARLY AMERICAN sofa; c---- LIVING ROOM suite, brown Phone 753-2820.
N5NC Phone 753-9741.
N8C
Charming, cozy cottage on with factory air and power. Clean
table; two bar stools. Phone 753Apply in person at Saucy Bar_J nylon, good condition, $30.00.
Ryan. 2 bedrooms, large living and in good mechanical con- AUCTION SALE, Saturday, becue & Pancake House, 1409
N5NU Coal stove,
3186.
brick lined, $10.00. SIGN UP now for guitar lessons
the
in
a.m.
10:00
6th,
kitchen
November
and
room
dining
room,
4:00
after
CLEAN TWO bedroom apartdition. Phone 753-7446
West Main.
N4C
4Phone 753-7305.
N5C Costs $2.00 per week. Leach's ment, carpeting, excellent complete with stove and
N5P back of Farris' Store in Tri City,
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
Music & TN. Dixieland Shopping
Kentucky. Folks when Mr.
condition and location. Phone 753- refrigerator. Carport with
remove spots as they appear with PHILCO 23" Color Television. Center,753-7575.
WANTED: WOMAN to stay with
N8C
N8C storage area and outside storage 1965 PONTIAC FOUR door Chambers had his other big elderly couple. Light housework.
8831.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric Reasonable price. Phone 753you
couple
promised
he
auction
young
antique
for
Ideal
building.
.shampooer $1.00, Big K.
hardtop, power steering, power
N6C 7907.
Phone 753-6300.
N4P
N5C WANTED FOR $1,000.00 Kroger
COMMERCIAL BUILDING, with small family and income. brakes, factory air. Excellent another. This Is It. It would be
Bingo, anyone of 2-B, 8-I, 4-N, 10Adams Call for an appointment today! tires. Good condition. Phone 753- almost impossible to list and
NKr
54'x60', (formerly
PIE SAFE, school desk, G or 6-0. Will split. Phone 489Welding Shop) suitable for auto Small 3 bedroom house on 4445.
NBC describe each item seperately.
Frigidaire clothes dryer. Phone 2548.
N4C
There will be glass of all kinds.
repair shop, Storage building or beautiful acre in Kirksey only
N5C
7534392.
Lots of old china. Nice old furPhone 753-4751 days or $5300.00.
shop.
body
ideal
HERSE,
CADILLAC
1961
RUMMAGE SALE, November 6,
Buy farm land now while the for camping,fishing, fraternities, niture, lamps, china dolls,
N4C
nights.
753-3447
AKC REGISTERED Poodle American Legion Hall, 8:00 a.m.
price is down. 100 acres of ex- rock groups. Air-conditioned kettles, milk cans. Too many
puppies, three blacks, two to 12:00 noon. Clothes, household
23-1/16X35"
list
to
items
apart- cellent land for just $ $16,500.00. throughout. If interested can be collectors
ROOMY
bedroom
TWO
Between Ages of 19-39
whites, and one silver. All have items,and childrens clothes. N5C
has washer Call now and we'll take a look. seen at McClard's Shell Station, seperately. Will not be able to sell
paneled,
All
ment.
.009 Thick
been dewormed.Phone 753your
day.
everything
one
in
it
of
of
The-best
N5C all
f48C
ESTIMATE on septic tank and dryer outlets. Furnished, motto? You'll find it in this 3 corner of 6th and Main.
For information call Otto Send Complete Resume
unfurnished,
These plates are perfect 6379. installation. Phone 753-7850. TFQ,$55.00 per month,
Fireplace
Auction Service, 435home.
Chester"s
brick
bedroom
small
to
645.00 per month. Also
1966 CHEVY II. Oood condition.
FOUR YEAR old E Gleanor
for siding or roofing
4042, Lynn Grove.
In den with marble hearth, slate
Phone
month.
trailer,
per
$40.00
753Call
Price!
bean
Good
Very
combine with three row
P.O. Box 32-K
If You
N4C entry,kitchen with more cabinets 9792.
489-2595.
NOIC It pays to sell the Chester
barns, for placing around header and two row corn header.
Ky. 42071
Murray,
N4P
then you will be able to fill. Call
Way.
All in good condition. Price,
bottom of mobile homes 84000.00.
Tucker's today for the details.
apartNICELY
FURNISHED
Phone Paris,642Call .
1960 FORD PICKUP, V-8, Good AUCTION SALE; Folks I am
ment, all electric 830.00 Per Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
to keep out the wind
N9P
3240.
mechanical condition 6200., also planning a consignment auction PAINTING SOLD
N5C Member of Multiple Listing.
month. Call 436-2427.
1964 Ford XL 500, motor less than at my home in Lynn Grove,
and snow, and for many
Phone 753-4342.
REDWOOD CITY, Calif.
MODEL 1400 Automatic WinN5P November 13th. If you have items
5000 miles. Call 492-8170.
Between 6:00 p.m.
other uses such as
TWO BEDROOM 10'x55 trailer, Associates; Edna Knight, home
(-A French impressionist
(UPI
chester deluxe gun, new, $125.0
1963 model, located three miles phone 753-4910. Pat Mobley, home 1969 CHEVELLE SS 396, fire of any kind you would like to sell, painting of the River Seine has
Registered Bird dogs, Pointers
and 7:00 p.m. In The from
"building out''
week
N6C
this
night
any
me
753-8958.
call
phone
or
Murray. Phone 753-7856
engine red with black vinyl top,
for $850,000 by the
and Setters. Two trained, two
p.m. been sold
Evening
N9C
753-2583.
mice or rats.
black interior, automatic tran- between 7:30 p.m. and 8:30
Californian.
a
of
estate
young dogs, broke to gun and
enter it in next week's
SERVICES OFFERED
If you know your route
,smission, air conditioned, power so I may
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* FRIDAY, NOV. 5 *
There are FIVE special Homecoming events on Friday, in additional to informal
get-togethers: (1)11 weather permits, the second Homecoming Golf Tournament
will tee off at noon at Calloway County Country

Club; (2) The Shield-News

Reunion Dinner in the ballroom of Waterfield Student Union Building will start at
6 p.m.; (3) The Musicians' Buffet will be held at the Woman's Club House at 6
p.m.; (4) The Agriculture Alumni Club will have a dinner at 6 p.m. at The
Hut
(rather than its traditional Saturday breakfast); (5) The

Pop Music Concert in

the Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.($2 per person, with tickets on sale at the door only i.
Members of four of the "old campus bands" will augment the Phi Mu Alpha
stage band for this concert, with proceeds

going to the Price Doyle Music

Scholarship Fund. Yes, Friday will again set the pace for a most enjoyable
Homecoming!

* SATURDAY, NOV. 6 *
The BIG DAY, of course, will be Saturday, with the spectacular parade at 9:30
the most popular event of the morning. "Sing a Song of Victory" will be the
theme of the floats, as well as for house and dorm decorations. Before and after
the parade, there will be breakfasts and coffees by fraternities, sororities, and
other campus groups. At 10:30 the Alumni Association will hold its annual
business session in the SUB in Meeting Rooms 3 and 4. From 11 till 42:30 the
Homecoming Smorgasbord will be served in the SUB ballroom -- with such a
variety of deleetable foods that dieters will have to exert extra will power! At 2
will come the kickoff of the game with Austin Peay, and it looks as if you can
expect "the least expected." Immediately following the game President and
Mrs. Sparks will hold open house at Oakhurst for the alumni. Dances will close
out the unforgettable day!
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